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CurrencyCrises and Collapses
It is not speed that kills, it is the sudden stop.

Bankers' adage
of the Mexican peso in late 1994 remains a topic of
controversy.To some observersit appearedthat the bunglingof a new
administrationhadbroughtabouta disasterwheretherewas no problem
and every reason to expect stability and prosperity.In fact, some even
arguethat the damage could be undoneby raising the peso to its initial
level. The notionthatthe devaluationwas a blunderor worse was shared
by the WallStreetJournal's editorialboard, some membersof the U.S.
Congress,andotheradvocatesof hardmoney, includingexposed investors. In the Financial Times Jude Wanniskireferredto "currencydevaluationists," and "currency debauchery"at the hands of Lawrence
Summersand Stanley Fischer.'
To others, the ultimatecollapse seemed inevitableandthe only issue
was one of timing. In this view currency alignment-devaluation or
floating-was long overdueandhad it been accomplishedearlier,much

THE COLLAPSE

We are indebtedto our discussantson the BrookingsPanel, and to Stanley Fischer
and RobertBarro,for helpful commentsand suggestions.
1. On raisingthe peso, see David Malpass, "The MexicanPeso: 3.5 or Bust," Wall
StreetJournal, January11, 1995, p. A14. On the view that the devaluationwas misguided, see RobertL. Bartley, "Mexico: Sufferingthe ConventionalWisdom," Wall
Street Journal, February8, 1995, p. A14; Paul A. Gigot, "Potomac Watch: Piniata
Politics, or Who Lost Mexico?" WallStreetJournal, February24, 1995, p. A10; and
Jude Wanninski, "At Odds with the Economic 'Scientists'," Financial Times, April
11, 1995.
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of the damagecould have been avoided. The protractedlack of growth,
other than for election year spending, was the prime evidence of unsustainableovervaluation.2
To virtually any observer, the sheer vehemence of the collapse and
the extent of disruptionin capitalmarketsremaina surprise.3This paper
revisits the peso question by looking at several instances of currency
collapse and identifying their common features, in particular,the way
in which vulnerabilitiesinteractedand cumulated.The paper suggests
that a situationof overvaluationis deeply unstablebecause, in a deregulated financialenvironment,it creates mechanismsthat amplify the
excesses and exacerbate the subsequentfinancial distress and decline
in real activity. This is illustratedby the examples of Mexico in 1982
and 1994, Chile in the early 1980s, and Finlandin 1992. The Chilean
situationwas so much a dry run of what happenedin Mexico in 1994
thatit is difficultto understandwhy policymakersandfinancialmarkets
refusedto accept the relevance of the precedentand its implications.If
anything, the sustainability of such policies was more plausible in
Chile, where there was initially a boom, thanin Mexico, which did not
experience growth. The paper also looks at collapses within the European MonetarySystem (EMS) by way of comparison.
The paperemphasizes four points. First, that the real exchange rate
is a key relative price. When it becomes too high it hurts growth,
endangersfinancialstability, andultimatelycomes crashingdown. Second, that the real exchange rate is in many, though not all, instancesa
policy variable;this representsa departurefroma largebody of thought.
Third, that an overly accommodatingcapital market aggravates the
potentialfor mismanagingthe exchange rate and amplifiesthe ultimate
costs of a collapse. Disagreementabout the exchange rate at is a key
aspect of why policymakersand capitalmarketsproducean overvalued
rate. Fourth,that inflationhas been overemphasizedas a policy target.
Given the great difficulty in bringingdown inflationfully withoutprotractedrecession, a regime of moderatebut relatively stable inflationis
an acceptable, if imperfect, interim solution.
The paper emphasizes the inertia of the level and rate of change of
2. See Dornbuschand Werner(1994).
3. For alternativeviews on the Mexican collapse, see Calvo and Mendoza(1995),
Atkeson and Rfos-Rull (1995); Leidermanand Thorne (1995); Sachs, Tornell, and
Velasco (1995); and Lustig (1995).
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prices as a key aspect of real exchange rate behavior. Because the real
exchange rate is sticky downward, policymakersare ill-advised to let
it rise in the first place. At the outset of any stabilization,the nominal
exchange rate should play a key role, more so if an economy is coming
out of extreme inflation.4But soon that strategy must give way to a
more flexible rate regime that does not risk cumulativeovervaluation.
Going beyond autopsy, the paperlooks at the situationsin Brazil and
Argentinato consider whethera somewhatovervaluedcurrencycan be
broughtdown without crisis and, in particular,whetherand how nominal devaluationcan be effective. The paperalso comparesthe growth
performanceof Chile and Mexico. It concludes that Mexico's neglect
of a competitivereal exchangerateis an importantfactorin its relatively
poorerperformance.

Four Similar Crises
This section reviews four currency collapses that share common
features:an overvaluation;large externaldeficits;lendingup to the last
minute; and a deep recession in the aftermath, amplified by serious
problemsin the financialsystem. The aim of the comparisonis to draw
out commonfactorsthatsustaina protractedovervaluationandthatlead
to the ultimate collapse.
The central contention of this section is that in trying to fight inflation, the authoritiesrely on a nominalexchangerateanchor.This does,
in fact, help to containinflation,but it does so at the cost of a cumulative
real appreciation. The real appreciationhurts growth and leads to a
buildup of a large external deficit. The financial sector is drawn into
the process because interest rates in local currencyrise to reflect the
diminishingpublic confidencein the viability of the policy. Borrowing
abroadto lend at home, or just to fund firms, becomes common.
Over time the situation becomes unsustainable,but that does not
translateinto an immediatecrisis or a need to take action instantly. On
the contrary,it is diffuse enoughfor policymakersto entertainthe belief
that the strategy can work, and for skeptics to believe that it will
4. See the discussion in Dornbuschand Fischer(1993). Fordiscussionsof exchange
rate-basedstabilizations,see Calvo and Vegh (1994), Brunoand others(1988), Kiguel
and Liviatan(1992), Rebelo and Vegh (1995), and Edwards(1993).
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ultimatelyfail, althoughpossibly not for several years. The belief that
it may take years for a problemto become acute removes the urgency
for both financialmarketsand policymakers.
The overvaluationsituation is sufficiently diffuse for differentparticipantsto entertainvery differentviews as to the timingandmodalities
of its solution. One scenario is that the currencypeg holds, and good
news comes to offer relief and draw attentionaway from (and prospectively resolve) trade and growth problems-the North AmericanFree
TradeAgreement, in the case of Mexico. But sometimes other developments make it increasinglydifficult to wait for good news. Instead,
the arrivalof bad news (in the form of the internationalenvironmentor
politics, for example) forces a collapse, and is then routinely faulted
for the failure of the strategy: "If it had not been for .

. . ."

This

scenariois absurdsince, in the words of HerbertStein, anythingthat is
unsustainablewill ultimately end. Only an unending string of good
news would avoid the eventualabandonmentor collapse of the strategy.
An exchange rate strategythat is only viable with good news is a bad
strategy.
Anotherpossibility is a game of reputationin which the firmnessof
the authoritiesincreasingly gains credibility and translatesinto rapid
disinflation, even deflation, to the point where competitiveness over
time is restored.
The exact details of the story of overvaluationand crisis differ from
episode to episode, but the broadpatternis very muchthe same. A few
cases follow, to draw attentionto the parallels.5
Chile, 1978-82

Following the coup of 1973, Chile's militarygovernmentintroduced
many of the reforms now called the Washingtonconsensus: opening
trade, balancing the budget, privatization, and of course, stabilizing
the high inflation.6 By 1978 much of the work had been done, and
5. Such parallelsrarelyconvince policymakerswho are locked into theirown credibility strategies.Mexicanpolicymakerswere perfectlywell awareof the case of Chile,
but thatdid not stop them from replicatingthe situation.
6. See Edwards and Edwards (1987) for a comprehensivestudy of the Chilean
experience, and also the essays in Bosworth, Dornbusch,and Laban(1994) and Dornbusch (1986a).
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Euromoneyreferredto the economic change as "spectacular."7 But it
was not complete without full success on the issue of disinflation.
In June 1979, after a year and a half of the tablita exchange rate
policy, the governmentaddressedthe inflationissue with an even more
determinedprogramof exchange ratepegging. Appealingto the law of
one price, it contended that inflation was kept alive by a cycle of
depreciationand inflationthat, in turn, was validatedby anotherround
of depreciation.Cuttingthroughthatcycle requiredan end of depreciation. Following this logic, the exchange rate was fixed at 39 pesos to
the U.S. dollar and kept at that level for three years, even though the
rate of inflationwas initially above 30 percent.
Over time inflation declined. Yet the fixed exchange rate and relatively moderateworld inflation meant a steady real appreciation.The
opening of trade, combined with the real appreciation,caused a large
deteriorationin the tradebalance. By 1981 the tradedeficit hadreached
8.2 percentof GDP, and the currentaccount deficit stood at 14.5 percent. These deficits were easily financed.This was the periodwhen oil
exporters' surpluses were being recycled; thus Chile not only made a
comebackin the world capital marketfollowing the Allende years, but
also found ready access to steady financingfor large and growing externaldeficits. Table 1 provides informationon some of Chile's principal macroeconomic indicators.

We focus on the exchange rate policy from June 1978 to June 1982.
The real exchange rate in August 1981 was 59.5 percent above its
average over the period 1970-80, as shown in figure 1 (higher index
value is appreciation).8 Relative to those of the UnitedStates, wholesale
prices increasedby 21 percentbetween the firstquarterof 1978 and the
crash of the exchange rate regime in 1982, even though the wholesale
price index (WPI) had alreadyfallen during 1981.
The Chilean economic picture was very diffuse. In the late 1970s,
most people's view was colored by the very positive developmentsthat
had taken place.9 The impression of an economic miracle was not so
farfetchedbecause, againstthe backgroundof chaos and hyperinflation
7. "Chile: The Move to MarketEconomy," Euromoney,July 1978.
8. Using the J. P. Morgan effective exchange rate based on nonfood wholesale
prices, in which an increasein the index representsexchangerate appreciation.
9. See, for example, "The Fight Goes On: Surveyof Chile," Economist,February
2, 1980, pp. 5-26.
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Table 1. Chile: MacroeconomicIndicators, 1978-82
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

GDP growtha
Inflation(CPI)b
Inflation(WPI)c
Depreciationd
Currentaccounte
Realexchangerate'
Real interestrateg
Termsof trade

8.2
30.3
43.2
47.0
- 1.1
112.9
35.7
122

8.3
38.9
56.3
17.6
-1.2
126.0
6.7
141

7.8
31.2
31.9
4.7
- 2.0
154.0
15.8
128

5.5
9.5
-4.8
0.0
-4.7
176.2
59.2
111

-14.1
20.7
37.5
30.5
- 2.3
158.6
24.8
102

7.4

9.4

12.1

15.7

17.3

Debte

Source: Data for growth, CPI inflation, depreciation, and the real interest rate are from Intertiatioial Financial Statistics;
for WPI inflation, the current account balance, and debt, from Banco Central de Chile ( 1989); and for terms of trade, from
the World Bank's Wo-ld Taibles. Data for the real exchange rate are obtained directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index
database.
a. Percent per year.
b. December-to-December percentage change in CPI.
c. December-to-December percentage change in wholesale prices of national goods.
d. December-to-December percentage change in national currency divided by U.S. dollars.
e. Billions of U.S. dollars.
f. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices, 1990 = 100.
g. Lending rate less WPI inflation.

in the early 1970s, Chile had accomplishedthe transitionto a serious
public finance, tradereform, deregulation,andprivatization,as well as
significantprogress in disinflation. More important,Chile had entered
a protractedboom. Emerging from the deep recession of 1975, the
growth rate averaged7.4 percent from 1977 to 1981. Because economists and financial observers piously believe that reform and stabilization must translateinto successful growth, and because they feel that
what grows is good, the story of Chile's reformswas a positive one.
As table 2 demonstrates, the economic boom and the opening of
trade precipitated a large trade deficit that peaked at more than 10
percent of GDP. This trade deficit, in part, reflected a substantialdecline in the nationalsaving rate-private saving fell sharply,morethan
offsetting an increase in public sector saving. In part, it reflected a
sharpincrease in investment.
Discussion about the exchange rate was focused on the one hand on
the sustainabilityof the externalbalance, and on the otherhandon the
operationof wage-priceadjustment.The sustainabilitydiscussioncould
not go very far since financing was readily available-this was still
period of buildup for the first debt crisis-and Chile's image of successful reform was nothing but positive. The availabilityof unlimited
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Figure 1. Chile: Real ExchangeRate, 1975-95;t
Index, 1990= 100
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Source: Data obtained directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index database.
a. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices.

capitalwithouta significantpremiumwas key to creatingan atmosphere
of prosperityand removing traditionalexternal constraintsto prosperity. Moreover, with investment picking up and the budget in surplus,
it was at first quite easy to argue that the externaldeficit was a private
sector deficit and thereforenot a problem.
The authoritiesremainedsteadfastin their insistence thatthe way to
break inflation was by adheringto a nominal anchor. And indeed, the
scheme did work. In December 1980 wholesale price inflation was
negative for the first time and, after a brief returnto inflation, prices
fell every month between October 1981 and February1982. But the
decline was not sufficiently large to restorecompetitiveness. The sudden emergence of recession at the end of 1981 spelled trouble, and
exorbitantreal interestrates spreadthe emerging crisis.
The large real appreciationand the deterioratingexternal balance
raised the question of just how long the exchange rate peg could last.
By then, it had begun to affect not only the timing of tradetransactions,
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Table2. Chile: Saving, Investment,and Trade, 1978-82
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

Savinga
Investmenta
BudgetsurplUSa
Net exportsa
Importsb
Consumergoods
Capitalgoods
Intermediates

12.6
14.7
1.5
- 3.3

12.4
14.9
3.3
- 2.8

13.9
16.6
4.5
-4.2

8.2
18.6
0.8
- 10.3

2.1
14.6
-3.5
- 1.9

0.6
0.7
1.8

0.9
0.9
2.5

1.2
1.0
2.9

1.9
1.2
3.2

0.9
0.6
2.0

Source: Data for saving, investment, exports, and the budget surplus are from Corbo and Fischer (1994); and for imports,
from Banco Central de Chile (1989).
a. Percent of GDP.
b. Billions of U.S. dollars.

but also the financialsector. Those who felt thatthe ratewas overvalued
andwould inevitablybe realignedboughtdurableswhile they were "on
sale" and borrowedin pesos. Those who felt that the rate was sure to
stay in place borrowed in dollars and lent in pesos. Thus domestic
interest rates startedto reflect both the scarcity of capital and the expectationof depreciation.Peso-to-dollarloan rate spreadsrose from 25
percentin 1979 to 44.9 percent in January1982. Finance MinisterDe
Castroclaimed in mid-1981: "Having a fixed exchange rate since mid1979, and having the conditions to keep it that way indefinitely, have
given the Chilean economy a great stability.

. .

. Chile has today one

of the most healthy, solid, and dynamic economies that can be found
in the world.'''0

Table 3 shows changes in Chile's foreign reservesandexternaldebt.
The restorationof access to the internationalcapitalmarketandthe high
yield on loans, especially in pesos, led banks and firms to borrow
offshore in U.S. dollars. Foreign reserves initially increased sharply,
along with privatesector externaldebt;then, inevitably, they startedto
fall off, while debt continuedto rise. The period from mid-1981 until
June 1982 represents the last phase of the failing program. Output
started to fall rapidly (as shown in figure 2), unemployment rose
sharply,the tradedeficit grew wider, reservesfell, interestratesturned
upward,the rhetoricbecame fiercer, and the skepticismbecame more
pronounced.The peso was devalued by 18 percent in June 1982, and
10. Authors'translationfrom De Castro(1981).
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Table3. Chile: ForeignReservesand External Debt
Billionsof U.S. dollars
Indicator

1977

1980

1982

Foreignreserves
Publicdebt
Privatedebt

0.3
3.5
1.0

4.1
4.7
4.6

2.6
5.2
8.7

Source: Banco Central de Chile (1989).

by much more in the years to come. Partof the reasonfor this collapse
was the deterioration of the external environment. Terms of trade
droppedby 20.3 percent between 1980 and 1982, and world interest
rates increased sharply. These developments called into question the
sustainabilityof the deficit and led to higher interestrates, and hence a
more dramaticfall in output.
The Chilean governmentarguedthat the collapse was solely due to
Figure 2. Chile: GDP Growth, 1977-83a
Percent
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-15
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Source: Haindl (1986).
a. Calculated as percentage change from four quartersearlier.

1981
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the failure of confidence and the adverseexternalenvironment.Sebastian Edwardsand AlejandraCox Edwardsreportthe government'sinsistence that "correctly measured" internationalinflationwas no different from inflationin Chile, and hence no overvaluationprocess was
underway.1I This was hardlythe first time that differences among various priceindexes andan insistenceon using the "right" one (typically,
not the most readily available), and movements in the U.S. dollar
relative to other currencies had been invoked to camouflagean overvaluation.
An alternativeview justifying the developmentsin Chile conceded
the fact of real appreciationbut countered with the fact of a major
reformand modernization.By this argument,real appreciationresults
from capital inflows. Reform and renewed access to capital markets
providedboth the incentive and the financingfor spendingin Chile. A
real appreciationwas the obvious mechanismto effect the transfer.If
the marketknows best, then real appreciationis a marketprice development requiringno furthercomment. That clearly is not always the
case: opening trade, for example, necessitates an offsetting real depreciation if full employmentis to be maintained.12
The governmentview is patently absurd;all broadlyaccepted measurementsshow real appreciationin the case of Chile. The truedebate,
then, is between the equilibriummodel and an indexation-inertiainterpretation. From this latter perspective, disinflation was unsuccessful
becauseof explicit indexation. Disinflationis possible only if sufficient
recession is marshaledto overcome the tendency for wage and price
inflationto persist as a result of overlappingcontractsor relative wage
effects. This view was out of favor for a while-having ceded to a fully
flexible model of pricing-but it has made a comeback. Thus, as backward-lookingindexation implied majorwage increases, the fixed currency led almost automaticallyto overvaluation. This indexation arrangementwas kept in place for the same length of time as the fixed
rate.
The alternativeview, emphasizingreform-drivenopportunitiesand,
especially, the removal of capital constraints,is not at all absurd,but
11. Edwardsand Edwards(1987).
12. See, for example, Dornbusch(1974), which obtainsthis result in a model with
tradedand nontradedgoods.
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it only applies when the economy is strong.13It helps to explain spending-why the expansion could last, and why overvaluationdid not
prompt a decline in demand for domestic goods. It cannot help in
understandingwhat happens when the economy slows down, because
with the sudden drop in demand, wages and prices should have collapsed to accommodatethe "crowding-in" requiredto maintainfull
employment.14
The devaluationput an end to the nominal anchor. The sharpdeteriorationin the externalclimate, both in the goods andcapitalmarkets,
and the collapse of the banking system made the adjustmentdramatically worse. In 1982 per capitaoutputdeclined by over 15 percent, and
unemployment(including workers in public jobs programs)rose to
almost 30 percent. Inflationwas back.
Chile returnedto miracle performanceonly very gradually.In hindsight it must have startedin 1985-86, after the countryhad recovered
from the initial recession and resolved its bankingproblems. One cornerstone of the recovery strategy was a highly competitive real exchange rate-in 1985-94 it was fully 40 percent below the level of
1981. The destructionof the financialsystem (andthe associatedeffects
on investment and consumption spending) and the decline in government spending needed an offsetting crowding-inthat was delivered by
real depreciation.The competitive real exchange rate, combined with
reformand restructuringof the economy, set the basis for an average
growthrate of 7.0 percentin the period 1986-94.
A particularlyinterestingfeatureof Chile's performancein the past
decade is the relative disregard for inflation. Over the past decade,
inflationhas averaged 18.7 percent. That has not been an obstacle to
growth. Moreover, at no time have policymakersseriously entertained
the notion of making inflationthe main priorityof economic strategy.
Today inflationis still at 8 percent, and falling; but fortunatelythere is
no proposalto make that perilous attemptto use exchange rate policy
for disinflationto U.S. levels.

13. See Harberger(1985), Edwards(1985), and Morande(1988).
14. The argumentis reinforcedby the positive impactof overvaluationon realwages
and spending, in the traditionof Carlos Dfaz-Alejandro.
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Table4. Mexico: MacroeconomicIndicators, 1978-82
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

GDPgrowtha
Inflationb
Budgetsurplusc
Currentaccountd
Tradebalanced

8.3
17.5
-2.7
- 3.2
-1.7

9.2
18.2
-3.3
-5.5
-2.8

8.3
26.4
-3.0
- 10.8
-3.4

7.9
27.9
-6.4
- 16.1
-3.8

-0.6
58.9
- 14.9
-6.3
6.8

Source: Data for growth and inflation are from Ititernational Fitnancial Statistics; and for the current account and trade
balance, from Banco de Mexico (1995).
a. Percent per year.
b. Annual percentage change in CPI.
c. Percent of GDP.
d. Billions of U.S. dollars.

Mexico, 1978-82

The Mexican crisis of 1982 is notoriousbecause it markedthe onset
of the 1980s debt crisis.'5 Its significance here is in the emergence of
an overvaluation, the persistence and expansion of its consequences,
and the ultimatecollapse. The year 1982 is notablebecause, just as the
crisis year of 1994, it was an election year.
In the period 1954-75 Mexico maintaineda fixed exchange rate as
well as full and unrestrictedconvertibilityof its currency.Inflationwas
moderateand the real exchange rate was stable. But in the runupto the
1976 election, overexpansionled to inflation which, in turn, necessitated a realignment. This policy decisively broke with a traditionof
conservativemonetarymanagement.It opened the door to an extended
period of discretionarymanagement, when recurrentcrises were the
rule. Financialadaptationin the form of dollarizationand capital flight
were among the results.
Table 4 shows the economic picture of Mexico during the period
1978-82. The oil price increasesof the 1970s putMexico in a favorable
external balance position as an oil exporterand with very strong credentials for internationalcapital marketaccess. Governmentspending
skyrocketed and, high oil revenues notwithstanding, deficits blossomed. Inflation, alreadyin double digits, increasedeven further.The
currentaccount turnedsharplydownwardand became negative.
Where do the sources of the Mexican crisis of 1982 lie? In terms of
the external situation, very high interestrates and the world recession
15. See Dornbusch(1986a), Solfs and Zedillo (1985), and Zedillo (1985).
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Table5. Mexico: Real Interest Rates and Real ExchangeRates, 1978-83
Unitsas indicated
Rate

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

Real interestratea
Bilateralrealexchangerate"
Multilateralrealexchangeratea

- 1.8
100.3
126.8

- 3.8
105.3
134.1

-2.1
114.0
146.1

0.6
121.7
162.5

- 27.6
84.6
118.2

- 10.4
77.6
110.1

Source: The real interest rate and the bilateral real exchange rate are from International Financial Statistics; the multilateral
real exchange rate is obtained directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index database.
a. Average cost of funds less WPI inflation.
b. Exchange rate index with respect to the United States based on the WPI. 1990 = 100.
c. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices, 1990 = 100.

were clearly majornegative factors. However, theireffects were partly
offset by high oil prices. The terms of trade were actually 3.7 percent
higherin 1982 thanin 1980, althoughthey were below their 1981 peak.
In the domestic context, three facts can be singled out. First, a
massive fiscal expansionand an accompanyingrise in privatespending.
The budget deficit increased by 3 percentage points of GDP for the
1982 election alone. Second, as table 5 shows, with repressedcapital
marketsandadministeredinterestrates, real interestrateswere negative
and thus helped to propel the spendingboom. Third, the real exchange
rate was allowed to appreciate.
Figure 3 shows the nominal peso-to-dollar exchange rate and the
relativewholesale price index. Even thoughinflationwas 20 percentor
higher, the nominalexchange rate was held constantfrom mid-1978 to
mid-1980. From mid-1980 until the first alignment in early 1982 the
peso gradually depreciatedby 16 percent, while the annual inflation
rate was nearly 30 percent. As a result the real exchange rate (using
wholesale prices relative to those in the United States) appreciated
steadily. By the end of 1981 the real exchange rate had appreciatedby
37 percent relative to the trough in 1977. The obvious overvaluation,
the currentaccount deficit, and the emergingproblemsof financingall
spelled majorfinancialtrouble.
Mexico had a convertiblecurrency.In the presenceof overvaluation
with negative real interestrates, it was naturalthat asset holders would
seek to shift them abroad. And those who did not move their assets
offshore shifted to dollar deposits in the Mexican banking system.
Estimatesof capitalflight in the period 1980-82 rangefrom 17.3 billion
to 23.4 billion U.S. dollars.'6 At the same time, the dollarizationof
16. See Lessardand Williamson(1987).
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Figure 3. Mexico: Nominal ExchangeRate and RelativeWholesalePrice Index,
1978-83a
Index, 1983= 100

120100
80 -'

60 40

RelativeWPI
Exchangerate

20
I
1979

I
1980

I
1981

II
1982

1983

Source: International Financial Statistics.
a. Mexican WPI divided by U.S. WPI.

deposits moved from an average of about 20 percent to more than 40
percent.17Clearly a crisis was in the making. The devaluationsof early
1982, including an immediatereal depreciationof 35 percent, did not
go far enough. They workedmore to increasefinancialinstabilitythan
to resolve what by then was becoming a major financial crisis. As is
common in Mexico, particularlyin an election year, the government
chose to do too little too late.
In the end, everythingcame together:an election year, uncertainties
with respect to economic policies, populist economics in the form of
banknationalizationsandcapital controls, the impossibilityof borrowing on a scale that could finance interest, a debt moratoriumresulting
from amortizationand the trade deficit, and increasing inflation. In a
short period Mexico's internationalstatus had changed from that of a
big and favored borrowerto that of a pariah in capital markets. At
17. See Dornbusch(1993).
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home, inflation and currencyinstability became the norm. Default on
Mexdollars (dollar-denominatedMexican liabilities) and the prospect
of furtherdevaluationspromotedcapital flight. The firstdevaluationof
68 percentin February1982 was ultimatelyfollowed, afterthe election,
by the new government'sdevaluationof almost 100 percentin December, and much more in the following years.
Like Chile's experience in the early 1980s, the Mexican crisis of
1981-82 was also a dry runfor the crisis of 1994-95. In both instances,
ready access to internationalcapital and the sudden halt of lending
formed a precedent. In Chile, the emphasis on nominal anchors and
credibility at any price was an importantprecursorof Mexico's experiences in the 1990s. In the case of Mexico in 1981-82, the mix of
election year priorities, fiscal expansion, rapiddomestic credit expansion, and overvaluationwas a direct preview of what came later.
Finland, 1988-92

The Finnish experience of the late 1980s and early 1990s highlights
once more the interaction of easy finance and a credibility-oriented
inflationstrategy. However, as other episodes have shown, overvaluation by itself is not enough to precipitatethe collapse of an exchange
rateregime. A financialenvironmentthat accommodateslarge borrowing is one contributoryfactor. In addition, there need to be certain
disturbancesthat will force an unsustainablesituation into an actual
collapse.
Even though Finland was not part of the EMS, in the 1980s the
country increasingly simulated membershipby attemptingto peg its
currencyto the system. The attemptto hold onto this exchange rate at,
literally, any price proved tremendously expensive. Table 6 details
Finland'seconomic picturefrom 1984 to 1992. Overall, the 1980s was
a period of economic liberalization and deregulation in Finland. In
particular, financial markets that had been severely repressed were
opened, both in the domestic sphere and in respect to international
borrowingand lending. The financial boom led to increased wealth,
higher asset prices, and hence to a spending boom. Strong terms of
tradereinforcedthe feeling of prosperity.At the outset the government
did not participate;in fact, through 1990 it ran a budget surplus.
By 1987-89 the boom was underwayfully. In the period 1983-88
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Table6. Finland: MacroeconomicIndicators, 1984-92
Unitsas indicated
Indicator
GDPgrowtha
Inflationb
Budgetsurplusc
Interestrated
Realexchangeratee

1984-87

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

3.2
5.0
2.6
13.2
86.5

4.9
5.1
4.1
10.0
90.9

5.7
6.6
6.3
12.6
96.2

0.0
6.1
5.4
14.1
100.0

-7.1
4.3
-1.5
13.1
95.5

-3.8
2.9
-5.8
13.3
83.7

Source: Data for growth and inflation are from International Financ ial Statistics; for the budget surplus and the interest
rate, from OECD Economic Outlook; and for the real exchange rate, directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index database.
a. Percent per year.
b. Annual percentage change in CPI.
c. Percent of GDP.
d. Three-month Hellibor rate (annual rate).
e. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices, 1990 = 100.

real household wealth had increasedby almost 80 percent. Residential
and nonresidentialinvestment grew at rates of 10 and 15 percent, respectively. Real domestic demand was growing at an average of 6.5
percent. By 1989, according to the OECD, the excess of output over
potential reached 6.4 percent. The majorproblemin this boom phase
was inflation.Throughoutthe 1980s Finland,like otherEuropeaneconomies, had been trying to achieve disinflationand convergence. From
double-digit levels in the early 1980s, inflation in fact came down to
only 2.9 percent in 1987. But then, under the impact of the boom,
inflationaccelerated,and with wage settlementsnear 10 percentit shot
up toward6 percentin 1988-89.
Against this background,the centralbankhadbeen using a currency
peg andhigh interestratesto containandroll backinflationarypressure.
With interest rates of 12 to 14 percent, debt burdenswere piling up.
Until the end of 1988 that was not a problem because assets were
appreciating. But when high interest rates, reinforced by external
shocks, squashed demand and spending, a full-blown recession descended.
As table 7 shows, the end of prosperitycame very abruptly. The
financialboom went into reverse with pervasive debt service problems
and interest rate risk from mismatchesin the balance sheets of banks.
The collapse of Russian trade, a severe decline in the terms of trade,
andhigh real interestratescombinedto bringdown demand.Moreover,
as is common in the aftermathof deregulation,the bankingsystem had
overlent, andthe resultingcreditsqueeze furthercut into demand.Then
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Table7. Finland: Demand and Unemployment,1983-92
Unitsas indicated
Indicator
Realdomesticdemanda
Unemploymentrateb

1983-88

1989

1990

1991

1992

6.5
5.1

7.6
3.5

-1.3
3.5

-9.2
7.6

-6.4
13.1

Source: OECD Economic Outlook.
a. Annual percentage change.
b. Percent of total labor force.

in March 1989 the centralbankmade mattersworse by appreciatingthe
currencyas an anti-inflationaryshock treatment.'8In 1990-91 output
plunged, and in 1992 the unemploymentrate reached double digits.
Finland had entered a depression. Real household wealth declined,
consumptionplummeted, and investmenttook a nose dive.
In this difficult setting the governmentmade the surprisingdecision
to peg the Finnish markkato the EuropeanCurrencyUnit (ECU) in
June 1991, without a prior devaluation. At the outset the interestrate
spreadrelative to Germanydeclined, as shown in figure4. But Finnish
interestrates did not stay low for long, and the depression-likeatmosphere and growing debt problems soon made high interest rates implausible. In November 1991 the markkawas devalued. The exchange
rate was pegged at this new level but, once again, interest rates rose
until, in April 1992, foreign exchange support agreements with the
central banks of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Germanybegan to
take effect. Finally, in October 1992, the markkawas allowed to float.
Throughoutthe crisis the discussion aboutthe exchangeratefocused
on credibility:its influence on interestrates and hence, on demand. It
was thoughtthat the effective way to bring down interestrates was to
emulateGermany'santi-inflationarystance, ratherthan to maintainan
undervaluedcurrency. Note that by this time inflationhad ceased to be
an issue-in 1992 producerprice inflation was down to 2.6 percent,
and consumerprice inflation stood at 2.9 percent, against4 percentin
Germany.The high interest rate strategyand the overvaluedcurrency
meant that there could be no crowding-in. Moreover, the policy was
extremelyexpensive, especially because Finlandoperatedas an overly
generouswelfare state. Between 1989 and 1992 net externalliabilities
18. See Bordes, Currie,and Soderstrom(1993) and Dornbuschand Park(1995).
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Figure 4. Nominal Finnish-GermanInterest Rate Spreada
Percentagepointdifference
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Source: OECD Economic Outlook, various issues.
a. The Finnish three-month Hellibor rate less the German three-month Interbanklending rate (annual rates).

increasedsharply, from $27 billion to $47 billion, and the public debt
exploded, increasingfrom $17.4 billion to $44 billion.
Thereis very little questionthatthe centralbankandthe government
were quite wrong to overvalue the currency-trade deterioration,in
terms of both prices and markets, and the domestic credit collapse
requireda seriousdose of crowding-in.The effective way to accomplish
that was not by a continued squeeze in financial marketsand record
unemployment-drivendeficits. A shift to a more competitivecurrency,
possibly accompaniedby restrictivefiscal policy, would have helpedto
solve both the unemploymentand the debt problems.
Finlandwas certainlynot alone in its attemptto buy credibilitywith
a hardcurrencyposture. The United Kingdom, Spain, andItaly didjust
the same. Finland is the most interestingcase, however, because the
disturbancesand the collapse of the financial system were so obvious
in their implication for real depreciation, as has been borne out by
developments since the realignment. The export sector has been the
driving force of economic recovery (aided by the world economy),
interestrates are down, growth is spreadingto domestic demand.Even
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thoughthe slowdown in 1991-93 was severe, the growthratefor 199596 is expected to be 5 percent.
Mexico, 1990-94

Justover a decade afterthe debt moratoriumandcollapse of the early
1980s, Mexico found itself in the same situation. Once again it was in
an election year, once again finance was accommodatingand the exchange rate was overvalued. The principal actors were different, but
the script was much the same. All the stabilization, restructuring,and
reformthatthe countryhadundergonewas cast aside in a single-minded
attemptto cover up the problems and get strong election results. Because the team was so good, substantivelyand in its public relations,
the scheme almost worked. As is almost always the case, though, some
impedimentsremained,notablypolitical uncertaintyin the transitionto
a new government.
Without question, Mexico moved forwarddramaticallyduring the
1980s. In response to the shock of a debt moratoriumand inflation in
excess of 200 percent,economic policy becamevery conservative.That
shift was facilitated by the bankruptcyof populism throughoutLatin
America, andthe emergenceof a consensuson market-orientedreforms
such as trade liberalization,privatization,deregulation,and stabilization.'9It was also facilitatedby the returnof internationallending, even
before debt had been restructuredusing Brady bonds. The vigor, perseverance, and effectiveness of the Mexican reformsattractedinternational attention. They were carriedfar enough for Mexico to succeed
in the negotiation of a North American free trade agreement. To the
financialworld, Mexico was a new country.
This confidence in Mexico was not fully warrantedin macroeconomic terms, for three specific reasons. First, growth was very low,
both absolutely and, even more so, relative to the 3 percentgrowth in
the labor force. In fact in 1993 per capita income was barely higher
than it had been fifteen years earlier and was 9 percentlower than its
peak in 1981. The full effect of reformwould take time, but the signs
of reform-drivengrowth were quite absent. The second issue was continuinginflation. Even thoughthe inflationratehad been broughtdown
dramatically,it remainedin the 20 to 30 percentrange, far out of line
19. See Aspe (1993) for an accountof the reforms.
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Table8. Mexico: MacroeconomicIndicators, 1990-94
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

GDPgrowtha
Inflationb
Currentaccountc
Tradebalancec
Realexchangerated

4.5
29.9
- 3.1
- 1.8
77.4

3.6
18.8
-5.2
-4.0
85.9

2.8
11.9
-7.5
-6.3
93.3

0.6
8.3
-6.5
-5.2
99.3

3.5
7.1
-7.8
-6.5
90.6

Source: Data for growth, inflation, and the real exchange rate are from the InternationalMonetary Fund's WorldEconiomizic
Outlook; and for the trade balance, from InternationialFinancial Statistics and Banco de Mexico (1995).
a. Percent per year.
b. December-to-December percentage change in CPI.
c. Percent of GDP.
d. Effective exchange rate index, 1980 = 100.

with what Mexican policymakersconsideredpolitically convenient or
economically acceptable. The third issue, and the main problemas it
turnedout, was once again the real appreciationof the peso. Table 8
provides some of the principalmacroeconomicindicators.
Througha series of pacto programs, the governmentsucceeded in
bringinginflationdown to single-digit levels.20Thesepacto agreements
invariablyheld back the rate of currencydepreciationrelative to wage
and price movements in Mexico. As a result the real exchange rate
steadily appreciated. Over the period 1988-93, Mexico's wholesale
prices in dollars increased by 55.5 percent. By comparison, the U.S.
wholesale price index increasedby 11. 1 percent. An index of the real
exchangerateon a multilateralbasis preparedby the InternationalMonetary Fund (IMF) shows a real appreciationof 36 percent over this
period.21
In Mexico the end of a sexenio (six-year presidentialterm)is almost
sure to bring a collapse of the exchange rate. Growthis necessary for
good elections, and inflation needs to be moderate.The temptationis
invariablyto use the nominal exchange rate for inflationcontrol, supplementedmore or less successfully with an incomes policy. The runup
to the 1994 election was no different.
Formally, the Mexican peso was flexible within a band that had a
fixed floor and a moderatelydepreciatingceiling. In fact, the peso was
basically held constant from 1991. The ongoing inflation differential
20. For details, see Dornbuschand Werner(1994).
21. InternationalMonetary Fund's World Economic Outlook, May 1995, p. 92.
Fromthe 1987 level, the real appreciationmeasuresas much as 76 percent.
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thus meant increasing real appreciation over and above what already
had accumulated in the previous years. Real appreciation was not tantamount to overvaluation. The reforms, the trade opportunities arising
from the NAFTA, and the return to the capital market implied an
improvement in Mexico's economic situation that could reasonably
translate into a sustainable rise of wages and prices in dollars. The issue
was to draw a line between warranted real appreciation and overvaluation.
The Mexican authorities were adamant that the peso was not overvalued, and they reaffirmed this belief at every opportunity. In doing
so, they tended to use productivity growth as an additional argument
for competitiveness, over and above measures based on traded goods
prices.22 With productivity growth estimated at 6 to 8 percent, Mexico
could not possibly be uncompetitive. The trade results showed otherwise. While the country did have significant export growth, import
growth was much higher, and as a result the trade deficit was widening,
even though the economy was not booming.
Most striking, the Bank of Mexico seems not to have drawn the right
inferences. Its 1995 annual report states:
In spite of the progress made during 1994 . . . a reversal of capital
inflows occurredduringcertainperiods. This was the resultof the criminal offenses and unfortunatepolitical events that took place duringthe
year, which had a negative impact on the expectations of economic
agents. Thus, towardsthe end of the year, conditionsof profoundinstability in financial marketsarose, in spite of the tight monetarypolicy
implementedto containthem. ...
Economic analystsfrequentlymentionthe currentaccountdeficit and
the appreciationof the real exchange rate as the main causes behindthe
devaluationof the peso in late December.However, this claim overlooks
a series of other very importantfactors. When a countryreceives huge
capitalinflows, it is inevitablethatthe real exchangeratetends to appreciate. As long as the appreciationof the real exchange rate is accompanied by increases in the productivityof labor, the country will not
experience a loss of competitiveness. The extraordinaryexpansion of
Mexican exports within the last few years is testimonythat the compet22. Fora vigorousstatementof this position(anonymous,butauthoredby the Banco
de Mexico), see Banamex-Accival(1994). This flawedargumentconcerningproductivity growthis addressedmore fully in the final section of this paper
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Table9. Mexico:Budget Surplus and Credit Creation, 1990-94
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Budgetsurplusa
Creditcreationb
Developmentbanks

7.7
22.6
- 10.1

8.7
31.6
18.8

8.7
20.8
23.4

3.7
15.5
47.4

2.3
32.0
42.2

Source: Data for the budget surplus are from Banco de Mexico (1995); and forcredit creation, from lInternzatioialFinlanic(ial
Statistics.
a. Primary budget as a percentage of GDP.
b. Nominal annual percentage change.

itiveness of domestic industrywas not erodedby the real appreciationof
the peso.23

In hindsight it is clear that the Mexican exchange rate was highly
vulnerable,andthe samejudgmentcould have been madeex ante. First,
it was clearthatdisinflationwas stalling, implyingthatreal appreciation
would continue for two years or more. Second, Mexican growth was
very moderate indeed. In the election year fiscal spending was increased, concentratedon the third quarter,but otherwise growth was
low. Third, Mexico had undergone a comprehensiveunilateraltrade
liberalization.Theoryleaves no doubtthata tradeliberalizationrequires
an offsetting real depreciation, if full employment is to be achieved.
Domestic fiscal expansion, a drop in the saving rate, or an investment
boom can temporarilyprovide the crowding-inrequiredby such a liberalization. But there will be a tradedeficit that will grow as domestic
spendingincreases. If no financingis found, the result will be either a
deep recession, or a deep real depreciation,or both. Hence the vulnerability of the exchange rate.
Mexico's fall from star performercame duringthe course of 1994.
First, domestic political events disturbed the markets-the Chiapas
uprising drew internationalattentionto a country deeply divided between its business-orientednorth and its CentralAmerican, guerrillastyle south. Next, the assassinationof the presidentialcandidatecalled
in question the political regime. But the governmentmanagedto keep
the economy on trackfor the election. The centralbankfully sterilized
the politically motivatedcapital flight, and as table 9 shows, the development banks created credit without pause, and the treasury spent
money wherever the election outcome was predictedto be tight, thus
23. Banco de Mexico (1995, p. 3).
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Table10. Mexico: Debt Composition, 1990-94
Billionsof 1990Mexicanpesos

Typeof debt

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Cetesa
Tesobonosb

31.9
0.1

26.7
0.9

27.6
0.8

52.2
3.3

13.5
75.1

Source: Banco de Mexico (1995).
a. Treasury bills.
b. Indexed to free market exchange rate.

furtherreducing the primary surplus. This increase in spending was
reflectedin the very large deficit in the externalbalance.
By late 1994, with the new governmentin place and no good news
to hold out for, the situationworsened. Devaluationwas discussed and
majorcapital flight set in almost immediately. The IMF reporton the
Mexican collapse leaves room to infer the indiscretionsthat allowed
Mexican asset holders to take their money out in time.24As soon as the
first, insufficientdevaluationof 15.6 percenttook place, investorswithdrew en masse. The reserves were not there to meet the withdrawals,
liabilities were suddenly seen to be large and liquid, and panic and
chaos ensued.
The fallout of the Mexican overvaluationwas severely complicated
in two ways. First, in orderto continueto attractforeign capitaldespite
political difficulties andfears of overvaluation,the governmentallowed
its debt to become both very liquid and dollar-denominated.In 1994
the relative ratios of peso and dollar short-termdebt-cetes and tesobonos-moved sharply, as shown in table 10. The second factor was
the keen sense of fraudfelt by investorswho had been ardentlyassured
throughoutthe year that devaluationwould never happen. Having run
off its reserves and dissipated its credibility, the Mexican government
did not have the wherewithalto pay. Marketsdisappeared,and had it
not been for the U. S. -IMF intervention,Mexico would once againhave
defaulted.
In part as a result of the U.S. congressionaland IMF involvement,
the autopsy of Mexico's collapse has not yet concluded. To some, it
was simply due to a wrongheadeddevaluationwhen tight money could
have saved the situation. To others, it was the result of bungling management, pending the NAFTA. Yet to still others, it occurredbecause
24. See the InternationalMonetaryFund's WorldEconomicOutlook,May 1995.
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Table11. Common Factorsof Currency Collapses
Factor
Appreciation
Disinflation
Externaldeficit
Fiscalexpansion
High real interestrates
Tradeliberalization
Financialopening
Domesticcreditcreation
Openingto externalcapital

Chile
1982

Mexico
1982

Mexico
1994

Finland
1992

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

the currency was overvalued and was awaiting the appearance of some
adverse condition, any adverse condition.
Summary

It is useful to try to identify the common elements of the experiences
discussed above. As table 11 illustrates, candidates include real appreciation, deterioration in the current account, heavy external borrowing,
distress of the financial system, poor growth, inflation stabilization
programs, and high real interest rates. The fact that so many of these
features occurred together helps to explain why the crashes were so
massive and look quite similar.

The EMS Experience
Almost a year after the Mexican currency collapse, the discussion
continues as to what exactly happened. The magnitude of the collapse
adds to the confusion because it suggests (and for some, proves) that
the supposedly corrective currency realignment was a great mistake. It
is striking to compare this and the other collapses discussed above with
the currency realignments that took place in Europe in 1992. In the
making these seemed traumatic, but once completed they seemed like
a liberation. By contrast, the Chilean, Finnish, and Mexican collapses
were each part of a deep and lasting setback in the economic and social
performance of the respective country.
The four collapse episodes stand out for being extreme events. To
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Table12. The EMS Realignments
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

GDP growtha
Italy
Spain
UnitedKingdom

2.9
4.7
2.2

2.1
3.7
0.4

1.3
2.2
-2.0

0.7
0.7
-0.5

-0.7
- 1.1
2.2

1.7
2.0
3.8

Real interestrateb
Italy
Spain
UnitedKingdom

.. .
9.0
9.7

6.2
11.8
7.3

8.3
10.7
4.8

14.9
11.5
4.4

-4.9
7.8
1.5

- 3.9
3.7
3.5

Realexchangeratec
Italy
Spain
UnitedKingdom

93.1
96.9
98.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

101.0
98.2
103.0

98.3
95.3
100.5

85.0
83.1
92.1

83.2
79.3
93.3

Source: Data for growth and the real interest rate are from International Finianc(ialStatistics; and for the real exchange
rate, directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index database.
a. Percent per year.
b. Nominal less WPI inflation.
c. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices, 1990 = 100.

complete the discussion, three more moderate examples have been
drawnfromthe context of the EMS in 1992:Italy, Spain, andthe United
Kingdom. Annual data on each country's performanceare shown in
table 12. The common denominatorsare the attemptto converge on
Germaninflation, the overvaluationthat emerged in the process, the
inabilityto hold on to high enough interestratesto defend the rates and
roll back inflation, and the ultimate collapse. The interestingquestion
to ask of these cases is whether, unlike in the extreme episodes, overvaluationwas quiteobvious anddevaluationwas inevitable;or whether,
in a standoffbetween skepticalinvestorsand less-than-fullycommitted
policymakers,devaluationmay have happened"by accident."
The cases had three features in common before the devaluations:
high real interest rates, real appreciation,and a slowdown in growth.
In each case disinflationwas the official objective, and in each case its
success raised the unemploymentrate to uncomfortablelevels, leaving
open the question of whetherpolicymakershad the stomachfor more.
Moreover, each situation was complicatedby a single externalevent:
Germany'sunificationhad raised that country's inflationto unacceptable levels and broughtabout a shift to tight money.
This paperdoes not attemptto review the EMS collapse of 1992 in
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any detail.25Suffice it to say thatconvergencewas incomplete, in terms
of both actual results and persuadingmarketsthat a deep and lasting
change of institutionsand attitudeshad in fact taken place. Growthin
the beleagueredeconomies was poor, and unemploymentwas rising.
There was no prospectof a rapidchange in the economic environment
that would allow a major reduction in interest rates. Germany was
fighting rampantinflation, and speculators were on the lookout for
opportunities.Once it was clear thatEMS guaranteeswere limited, and
reserves were small relative to the scope for attacks, one currencyfell
after another.26
The real depreciationof the currenciesthat fell to attackswas surprisingly large. The initiating real appreciationswere quite moderate
compared to the actual depreciations, and even interest differentials
hardlysuggested the size of depreciationsthateventuallymaterialized.
In each case, the collapse of the currencyspelled immediateand substantialrelief. Real interest rates fell, and economic growthresumed.
It soon seemed as if the real losers might be the countriesthathad held
out. Discussion focused on interest rates; in particular,whether real
rates were lower underthe hard-moneypolicies of Franceor the softmoney policies of the United Kingdom. Anotherissue was whetherthe
countrieswhose currencieshad collapsed would be overtakenby a bad
spell of inflation before having had time to reap the benefits of a currency realignment.Advocates of hardmoney were sure thatthe loss of
confidencewould have to be paid for dearly.
So far, hardlyany of these pessimistic predictionshave been realized
and to the extent that they have, the setting is quite different. With the
exchange rate constraint removed, the United Kingdom has enjoyed
low interest rates and strong growth. Italy has entered a boom, and
even in Spain, growthhas been good. Inflationis an issue-more so in
Italy and Spain than in the United Kingdom-but given the size of the
depreciations,there is surprisinglylittle of it.
In sum, the EMS collapses of 1992 were quite positive events. This
is not at all true of the four collapses reportedabove. The difference
lies, in large measure, in the financial fallout of the initial misalign25. Reviews of the EMS experiencecan be found in Bacchetta(1994), Eichengreen
and Wyplosz (1994), Micossi and Padoan(1994), Portes(1993), and Vaciago (1993).
26. Agenor, Bhandari, and Flood (1992) and Eichengreen, Rose, and Wyplosz
(1994) providestudies on speculativeattacks.
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ments. In Chile, Finland, and Mexico protracted overvaluation, high
interest rates, and the large balance sheet impacts of the currency alignments destroyed the banking system, and thus threw a big shadow over
prospects for growth. Whereas in the EMS collapse there seem only to
be winners (apart from the central banks), in these other cases it is hard
to find one.

What Went Wrong?
The interestingfeatureof the four extreme episodes reportedabove
is their sudden, harsh end. In each case policy was thought to be
successful, prosperityprevailed, credibility was intact or being built
up, and policymakersrode high. Then the entire strategyunraveledin
almost no time and gave way to a large realignment. Invariablyit is
asked what went wrong.
Majormisalignmentscan arise because, absent a clear and accepted
test for the rightprice for a currency,thereis roomfor seriousdisagreement. The same is truefor the stock marketor in real estate. The factors
influencingthe exchange rate are diffuse and prospective,just as they
are for asset prices. Once a misalignmentis in place, it is difficult to
undo quickly, for both political and economic reasons. That is why it
will ultimately precipitatea collapse.
In the extreme cases discussed above, marketparticipantsdiffered
in theiropinions of the sustainabilityof the policy regimes. Policymakers and much of the markethad little doubtthat they were sustainable,
and that reserve depletion would be short-lived. They believed (and
perhapsstill do) that had it not been for this or that surprisingfactor,
all would have been well. It was not the policy that was wrong, but the
accidental disturbancethat interferedwith short-termfinancing. This
interpretationis capturedby the "sudden stop" in the bankers'adage
quoted at the beginning of the paper. But it is overly benign. If an
exchange rate and currentaccountposition is vulnerableto disruption,
then the currencyis more than likely to be overvalued.
Whatactuallygoes wrong involves both the policies thatcreatedthe
vulnerabilityand the lenders who jump ship. In such situations, policymakersare invariablysurprisedby how the marketcan suddenlyturn
on them, and by the extent to which they have underestimatedtheir
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Table13. Latin America and Mexico: TotalReturn on Stock Market in U.S. Dollars
Percent
1994

LatinAmerica
Mexico

1991

1992

1993

123.5
106.8

5.7
21.2

56.6
49.9

Jan.Sept.
-0.1
-40.6

1995
Oct.Dec.
-21.0
- 38.9

Jan.July
-10.0
- 19.2

Source: InternationalFinance Corporation( 1995). For 1995, obtained directly from the InternationalFinance Corporation.

vulnerability. Markets, in turn, are surprisedby how little liquidity
there is when all the lenders scrambleto get out at the same time. The
combination makes for a chaotic collapse and the disruption of finance.27Moreover, because the policy regime is typically sustainedby
strong appeal to credibility, any action that underminesthis will profoundly disorient the lenders, thus aggravatingthe lack of credit.
Why do marketskeep financinga situationthat to all appearancesis
vulnerable, if not outright unsustainable?Ex post this is always the
question, whether in relation to the stock market, to tulip bubbles, to
real estate, or to emerging marketlending.28The answer is that there
are differentopinions of what is happening.Moreover, there is always
a temptationto ride an unsustainablecourse for a little while. In fact,
the capital marketwas exuberantlywilling to lend in the Chilean and
Mexican crises. After net negative portfolio investment in 1983-89,
LatinAmericareceived an averageof $26.6 billion in portfolio capital
flows over the period 1990-94. For a while, stock returnsbore out the
wildest optimism, as table 13 shows. A dominant share of market
participantsthought that the risks were small and well worth taking;
they thought that the policies were right and sustainable, and would
increasinglybe vindicatedby events.
In its postmortemof the recent events in Mexico, the IMF proposed
three hypotheses of the cause of the collapse-adverse shocks, an unsustainableexternalposition, and policy slippage-and concludedthat
all three were probablyresponsible.29For the purposesof this paperit
is interestingto consider the economic model that marketsuse to frame
27. For a model where financialfragilitymagnifiesshocks and generatescrises, see
Goldfajnand Valdes (1995).
28. See Krugman(1995).
29. InternationalMonetaryFund's WorldEconomicOutlook,May 1995.
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events, in orderto understandhow a large real appreciationcan persist
for an extended period of time. The answer has to be that a near-term
collapse is implausible,andthataccordingly,marketparticipantseither
disregardthe possibility or else feel sufficiently liquid to discount the
event. As a result, the actual collapse comes as a surprise.
There are three basic perspectives on real exchange rates: the monetaristview, the classical view, and the disequilibriumview. These
summarynames contrast their essential features, but as is always the
case, they do not take account of variationsand special themes within
each approach.The views clearly overlapto some extent, but the point
here is to highlight how the fall in the real exchange rate can be perceived as a disequilibriumby some, and by others, as a price that is
fully justified and appropriate.
The Monetarist View

This perspective is both naive and influential.It is held by much of
Wall Street, some membersof Congress, and the WallStreetJournal's
editorial page. Simply put, this view favors hard monetarycommitments, low taxes, and free markets.Holding fast to such policies will,
in time, yield rewards;if the governmentwavers, it will falter; if it
caves in, it will fall. Applied to Mexico in 1994 this meansthatthe key
mistake was the failure to control credit and, under attack, to raise
interestrateshigh enough to convince marketsthatthe governmentwas
sincerely and fully committedto currencystability.
In the monetaristview, anything is acceptableexcept raising taxes
or devaluingthe currency.Because it is influentialin finance, this view
has also become a very decisive influence in the policy discussions of
countrieswith vulnerableexchange rates. In the case of Mexico, it is
interestingto note that proponentsof the monetaristview do not pay
too much attentionto fiscal policy, particularlysince tax increases are
not at issue. Moreover, they did not monitor monetary policy very
closely, althoughthey did discuss it afterthe fact. Mexico's misguided
monetarypolicy was raised as an issue after the collapse by Congress,
the U.S. Treasury,andJeffreySachs andhis colleagues, andthen many
others jumped on the bandwagon.30Some observers recommended
30. See Sachs, Tornell, and Velasco (1995).
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bringing the peso back to its initial level.31 To this end, a currency
boardwas deemed the best way to instill confidence.
The monetaristview is naive in that it cannot account for the fact
that Mexico had ceased to grow, its banking system was becoming
increasinglyfragile, andthe governmentwould certainlyhave confused
investorsif, in the runupto an election, it had stageda majorrecession.
Moreover,it offers no insighton how a high interestratestrategywould
have broughtback growth. The assumptionthatposturingis sufficientis
definitelynot vindicatedby the Europeanexperience;Sweden's brief attemptwith80 percentinterestratesin September1992bearsremembering!
The Classical View

This perspective is thoroughly founded in the informed markets,
flexible wages and prices, and maximizing agents posited by equilibrium theory, and offers an importantbenchmarkagainst which any
disequilibriumview must be held. An equilibriumperspective would
naturallybe an economist's first and preferredframeworkof analysis.
In this view real exchange rates are market prices, similar to stock
prices, and when conditions are favorable in a country, the real price
of its currency goes up. Moreover, economic agents faced with improvingproductivityact appropriatelywhen they consumetoday a portion of the increased incomes of the future.
Real appreciationis an assessmentof a country'sperformancemade
by an approvingmarket.It is the rewardfor reform, stabilization, and
doing good and right. Capital inflows are the outrightcommitmentto
such policies, andreal appreciationis the adjustmentprocessthattranslates increasedlending into equilibriumtransfers.This view has much
to commendit, particularlyin the earlyphasesof reformandstabilization.
Indeed, it is hard to find fault with it until much later, when growth
vanishesand loans go sour, and even then its validityis ambiguous.
Because externaldeficits representan increasein absorptionrelative
to income, in this view, the increased absorption is precisely what
should be happening. If capital formation is increasing, the story is
simple. If it is the consumptionof durablegoods thatis increasing,who
can blame the consumerfor reachingout to all the things thatare finally
31. See David Malpass, "The Mexican Peso: 3.5 or Bust," Wall Street Journal,
January11, 1995, p. A 14.
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available and affordable?If a budget deficit lies behind the spending
boom, and if future revenues seem assured, who can blame a governmentfor smoothingconsumptionand investmentin anticipationof later
earnings?
Yet if the long-runpolicies were valid, they shouldhave led to rising
standardsof living or a boom in investment.The equilibriumview does
not pay attentionto actualgrowthperformance,butconcentratesinstead
on policy talk. This is an importantissue here, since Mexico had very
poor growth performancein comparisonto that of Chile or the Asian
economies. The moderategrowth observed in 1994, afterno growth at
all in 1993, was due to a budget shift that was planned to coincide
exactly with the election quarter.Fiscal policy went into an expansionary mode in 1994, and the marketshowed no concern.
The classical approachcan rationalizereal appreciationby pleading
improved economic prospects and hence, a rise in the valuation of
resources. Because the factors influencing asset prices, including the
real exchange rate, are diffuse and their translationto valuation is
imprecise, there is inevitably a broadzone of uncertaintybetween real
appreciationand overvaluation. But this view, while recognizing the
uncertaintyin valuation, would reject the hypothesis of systematic,
significantovervaluation.32
Both the classical and the monetaristapproachesaccept that confidence can be an issue, but they argue that it is a straightforwardone.
The most dangerouspath is to compromise a conservative monetary
(andfiscal) stance. It is even worse to allow the currencyto be devalued
(the term "debauched" is sometimes used in this context).33
Two of the IMFexplanationsfor the most recentMexicancollapseadverse shocks and policy slippage-fit the equilibrium approach.
Much would be made of the changed political outlook in Mexico. It
would be argued that whereas under President Salinas and with the
NAFTA on the horizonthere was no limit to the positive prospects, the
institutional and political instability that became apparent in 1994
opened the doors to almost unlimitedbad news. As to policy slippage,
it would be argued that now that it is known how extensive credit
32. In addition, there is a strandof theory that interpretsreal appreciationas the
responseto temporaryor incrediblereform;see Calvo and Vegh (1993).
33. A differentapproachmakes much of the backingof the stock of money-base,
M2, and others;see Calvo and Mendoza(1995) and Calvo (1995).
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expansionactuallywas-including the contributionof the development
banks-the bad outcome is hardly surprising.
The classical view presentsa plausible story of what happensbefore
a collapse. It lends support to those who believe that the rate is not
misaligned and should be defended. When growth stops and bad loans
accumulate, however, the story wears thin. In the case of Mexico,
surprisinglylittle attention was paid to growth performance;in fact,
wishful thinkingandthe fiscal expansionof last quarterof 1994 seemed
to be more important.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that all too often reformis equated
with productivityenhancement,andfromthereit is a shortstep to value
creationand equilibriumreal appreciation.But it is necessaryto distinguish between differentkinds of reform:those that shed labor, such as
reducing the size of the governmentor unilateraltrade liberalization,
requirea lower dollarwage (althoughthey may raise the stock market).
A farmoredifferentiatedview is thereforerequiredwhenjudgingwhich
way the exchange rate might move.
The Disequilibrium View

This paper contends that the real exchange rate is a variablethat is
significantlyinfluencedby policy, not in all cases (Argentina,discussed
below, is an exception), but in many. Policymakersmightbe misled to
yield to real appreciationandfinancingdeficits, butultimatelythe country will pay with a collapse.
While reformand stabilizationare important,it is also a basic premise that some reforms require crowding-in, not crowding-out. These
reformsinvolve restructuringand opening the economy, both of which
free labor and thus require the creation of employment. Unless there
is a lasting investment boom with significant domestic content, real
demandfor domestic goods and services and for labor must be raised.
If trade is liberalized, this liberalization must be accompanied by
real depreciation. If exports collapse, real depreciationmust correct
the shortage of labor demand. If budget cutting or reform reduces
employment, they must be accompaniedby real depreciationto create
jobs. Whereas the equilibriumapproachvalues a countryprimarilyin
the asset market-market-oriented reforms make a country worth
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more-the disequilibriumview focuses on the goods and labormarket.
The reformsmake it possible to finance deficits, but they do not solve
the issues of employment and growth; in contrast, real depreciation
does.
To interpretthe real exchange rate as a policy-influencedor even
policy-dominated variable, the disequilibrium view starts from the
propositionthat there is some degree of inertia in the level or rate of
change of wages and prices. This may be the result of an explicit
indexationscheme, as in Chile, of a formal incomes policy agreement,
as in Mexico, or of implicit indexation, such as might arise from insider-outsidermodels. But stickiness is the basic ingredient.Once stickiness is accepted, and also the influence of policymakerson the real
exchange rate throughthe setting of nominal rates, the real exchange
rate is seen to be a limited policy variable. The statementis no more
controversialthan the assertion that the real quantity of money is a
policy variable, in the sense that changes in the nominal quantityof
money exert a substantialand relatively lasting influence on the real
quantityof money. If the change is appropriateas an offset to a disequilibrium,then it is, in fact, a lasting change in the equilibriumreal
quantity of money. In exactly the same sense, changes in the real
exchange rate resulting from nominal exchange rate movements can
bring about the change in equilibriumrelative prices that is called for
by a disequilibriumin the real economy. Whetherto accomplish the
relative change by nominal exchange rate movements, rather than
throughinflationor deflation, is the relevantpolicy decision.
As a policy variable,the real exchangerateis limitedin two respects.
First, in a boom it is hardto avoid real appreciationwithout engaging
in an escalating inflation-depreciationcycle. Second, once the attack
occurs, the financing to sustain an overvaluationruns out. But in between, when the boom is over and the financingcontinues, policy can
sustain a situationof overvaluation,and can even make it worse. Specifically, a policy of bringing down inflation by slowing the rate of
depreciationbelow the rate of inflation-or stopping depreciationaltogether-is a common way of creatingovervaluation.Because the real
exchange rate is sticky downward, overvaluationis not easily undone
by wage-price deflation and thus, ultimately, leads to collapse and
devaluation.
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Policy Implications

These differences in interpretation have a stark implication for
policymaking. Proponentsof the equilibriumview, and even more so
of the narrow monetarist view, will advocate inflation stabilization
without much question. They might disagree on whetherthis could be
done betterwith a currencyboardor a flexible exchange rate, but they
have little doubtthat inflationcan be stoppedwithoutmajorcosts. The
task at hand is simply to bring about a credible regime change.
In the discussion of Mexico it has been suggested that centralbank
policy was the reason for the collapse; specifically, sterilizing reserve
losses supplemented by credit creation on the part of development
banks. Accordingly, a different monetarypolicy could have avoided
the collapse. This is not apparent.Credit creation did indeed help to
promotereservelosses andprecipitatea crisis thatotherwisemighthave
come later. But if sterilizationhadnot takenplace, andthe development
banks had contained their lending, Mexican interest rates would have
been far higher, growth would have stalled, or there might have been
a recession. Bankruptcieswould have been pervasive, loan losses would
have been larger, and politics would have been even more uncertain.
There is no evidence that deflationis achieved quickly and painlessly,
as Argentinais startingto demonstrate.It is difficultto believe thatthe
level of wages and prices would have declined rapidly to yield competitiveness. The exchange rate might well have lasted longer, maybe
even a whole year. But there is absolutely no indicationthat policies
thatdid not work in Europecould have workedin Mexico. In sum, the
Bank of Mexico merely helped to bring aboutthe collapse earlierthan
might otherwise have happened. The problem, then, is not monetary
policy but incomes policy or, more broadly, the context in which disinflationtakes place.
In this there lies a genuine predicament,for bringingdown inflation
requirestaking a stand and imposing a change in expectations by accepting slow growth and unemployment,making clear the resolve to
hold to this regime. The temptationto use the exchange rate to obtain
early results on disinflation without much unemploymentis all too
obvious as a shortcut, but the results are often illusory. After the collapse, inflationwill be higher than it was at the outset.
Thereforeit must be accepted, albeit reluctantly,that moderatebut
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reasonablystable inflationis probablythe best that most countriescan
achieve in the shortrun. Some countriesthathave experiencedextreme
inflationmay have the political supportto achieve much more;Argentina is a case in point. But most, and definitely those countries with
weak political systems, ought to settle for less than Germaninflation
performance;they should reinforcereform, restructuring,and growth,
and seek a very gradualdisinflation.Chile has been admirablysuccessful at this over the past decade.34

Can Devaluation Work?
It is commonly held that devaluationis not a remedyfor overvaluation; that the real exchange rate is simply not a policy instrument.
Devaluation, it is argued, cannot succeed because it would merely
translateinto a rapidand substantiallymatchingincreasein the level of
prices. This is the view of monetarists, and also of adherentsto the
classical approach.There is no doubt that there are instances where it
is mostly true; for example, Argentina. But few countries reach that
level of exchange rate disillusion. In most cases a large nominaldevaluation implies a lasting real depreciation,the more so as other macroeconomic policy instrumentsavoid creatinga boom.35A separateissue
is whether a real depreciation can help net exports. Here, too, the
evidence is positive.36
In almost all of the Europeancases discussed above, nominaldevaluationhas meantreal depreciation.As table 14 shows, in each instance
the external sector has respondedrapidly and strongly to the real depreciationand has become a source of growth. Granteda real depreciation can only be successful in a situation where there is room for
crowding-in.At full employment,withoutan offsetting fall in domestic
demand,it cannotdo any good. But in a recession it can help, certainly
as the counterpartof a fiscal contraction.Those Europeancountriesthat
34. See Dornbuschand Edwards(1994) and Dornbuschand Fischer(1993) on this
point.
35. Mussa(1986) andObstfeld(1995) review the effect of nominalon realexchange
rates.
36. See appendixB, below, for a more detaileddiscussionof the traderesponsesto
real depreciation.
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Table14. Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom:ExchangeRate Depreciationand the
TradeBalance
Unitsas indicated
Nominal
exchangerate
depreciationa

Italy
Spain
UnitedKingdom

Real
exchangerate
depreciationb

Tradebalancec

1990-92

1993-94

1990-92

1993-94

1990-92

1993-94

0.1
-4.5
2.5

19.1
17.1
7.8

- 5.6
1.7
-2.5

15.4
16.8
7.1

1.4
-30.4
-24.8

34.2
-15.5
-18.1

Source: Data for exchange rate depreciations are from Intterniationial Financial Statistics; and for the trade balance, from
OECD Economic Outlook.
a. Percentage change in nominal multilateral exchange rate over period indicated.
b. Percentage change in real effective exchange rate over period indicated. Depreciation shown as positive change.
c. Billions of U.S. dollars for period indicated.

devalued in 1992 still experience a positive growth contributionfrom
the externalsector in 1995, unlike France, for example, which did not.
Surprisingly, the Europeanexperience failed to reveal almost any
inflationaryresponse to devaluation. In every country, inflationbarely
responded even though double-digit devaluation had taken place.
Clearly, as economies recover and come to realize theirfull productive
capacity, inflation returns. But that is not the same as arguing that
devaluation,per se, is inflationary.
The more extreme cases reviewed above also involved a large real
depreciationand a resulting stronggain in net exports. The fact that in
each case there was a deep recession and that, therefore, the trade
changes reflectedboth the real exchange rate and the cyclical position
should not cast doubt on this. Specifically, the boost in net exports
served as the shock absorberearly in the crisis and was the means by
which the economy startedturningupward.Subsequently,as domestic
demand recovered, the sharp initial improvementin net exports was
dampened.
In the Mexican case thatprocess is currentlyunderway. Net exports
have improveddramatically,againpartlyas a resultof the deep depression of demand. In fact, net exports are the only growing component
of demandat this time. Ultimatelythe growthwill spill over to domestic
demand,but even so, at full employmentthe economy will have higher
net exports and less vulnerability.
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Are Capital Markets Guilty?
In many interpretationsof currencycollapses, capitalflows were the
principaldrivers:opening to internationalcapitalbroughtthe flows that
appreciatedthe currency,the currentaccountadjusted,the money left,
and the system crashed. Certainlyit takes both a misalignedexchange
rate and ready financing to produce the resulting imbalances. A currency collapse cannot happen without the capital flows. Yet it is not
likely that policymakers will suddenly, one day, decide to give in,
unless the situationhas deteriorated.A more plausible scenario is that
a certainset of events change the economic outlook, and marketsreact
by assessing thatchangedoutlook, force an increasein the interestrate,
and hence change the situation with which policymakersmust work.
That is a far cry from saying that marketswill cause a collapse when
there is no problem.
In assessing whether capital marketscan be restrainedso that they
can no longer bring down currencies, there are two separateissues to
consider. First, withoutsignificantcapitalflows it would be impossible
to build up a large external deficit. Thus capital marketsare certainly
partnersin a collapse. Second, if capital marketscan, in fact, bring
abouta collapse and its attendantcosts for no externalreason, then they
areclearly counterproductiveanddeserverestraint.If, by contrast,they
bringdown currenciesand policy packagesthat are unsustainable,then
they deserve three cheers.
It is not surprisingthatthe policymakersfor countrieswhose currencies have collapsed favor the view thatmarketsarefrivolous, force high
interest rates that complicate economic management,limit the scope
for growth without inflation, and in the end, force traumaticdevaluations for no apparentreason. Such an explanationhas been offered for
the EMS collapses: that although nothing was wrong, the marketsdecided to stage an attack,andonce attacked,it was hardfor policymakers
not to succumb.37A policy of holding up interestratesat extremelevels
can only be sustained for so long before it becomes a problem in its
own right, by creatingrecession or severe fiscal difficulties. The alter37. Eichengreenand Wyplosz (1993) investigate an interpretationthat views the
EMS collapses as the result of unnecessaryspeculative attacks. Their favored policy
implicationis capital control.
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native view, which is reinforcedby the lasting large real depreciation
thatfollows an attack, is thatthe attackermust have been right and that
the victim had defended a lost cause for too long, at great social cost.
In the extreme cases of collapse reportedabove, for example, the
most recent Mexican episode or that of Finland, it is apparentthat the
policymakerswere wrong to overvalue the currency. Their strategies
were not persuasive;it would have taken a very long period indeed for
deflation to restore competitiveness and growth, in comparisonto the
relatively mild remedy of devaluation. It is hard to see why capital
marketsshould take the blame for bringingdown these policies.
No doubt the debate will continue on whether capital marketsdid
stage successful raids on perfectly reasonablecurrencystrategies. One
way to judge the merits of a capital control plan is to ask if it would
really have been beneficialfor Finland,Mexico, or the UnitedKingdom
to hold fast to its nominal exchange rate. It is difficult to make this
case. There may well be instances where the nominalexchange rate is
plausible, if interest rates are not too high; and interestrates will not
be too high if capital markets cannot challenge the exchange rate
freely.38None of the major collapses reportedabove is associated in
any way with an unwarrantedattack.

Open Issues
This paperhas arguedthat real exchange rates are a key price in the
economy, and that mismanagement,if carriedon for too long, can turn
into a very bad experience. It has interpretedreal exchange rates as
policy variables:the nominal rate can be manipulatedand thus, in the
presence of exchange rate illusion or an initial disequilibrium, real
exchange rates are policy instruments.In conclusion, it looks at two
issues in the making. One is the growth comparisonof Mexico and
Chile, with a view to asking whetherMexico is overvaluingyet again.
The other is a comparisonof Brazil and Argentina,both countrieswith
overvaluedcurrencies, but with very different prescriptionsfor remedying the situation.
38. See Obstfeld(1994) for a recentevaluationof the theoryof speculativeattacks.
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Table 15. Chile and Mexico: Growth and Inflation
Units as indicated
Mexico

Chile
Indicator
GDP growtha
Inflationb

1982-86

1987-95

1982-86

1987-95

-1.8
21

5.4
17

-2.6
74

0.7
43

Source: IntertaitiotnalFinancial Statistics.
a. Annual average percent per year.
b. Annual average percentage change in CPI.

Mexico and Chile

In the early 1980s the currenciesof both Mexico and Chile crashed.
Since then, these countries have evolved very differently. In Chile
stabilizationand reformtranslatedinto sustainedhigh growth. In terms
of inflation,althoughChile's performancewas not stellar, it raisedlittle
concern. In Mexico, as can be seen from table 15 and figure5, growth
was low andinflationwas no better.Wherelies the differenceandwhat
is the lesson for Mexico?
It might be temptingto see the explanationin political terms. Until
1988 Chile had a repressiveregime; Mexico more closely resembleda
democracy.But neitherwas fully democraticin the 1980s, and Mexico
still is not today. More likely, the differencelies in the fact thatMexico
has followed a statist-paternalisticeconomic strategy, with an incomes
policy always close at hand. Chile, by contrast, has used an individualist Chicago school model, emphasizingbusiness opportunities,competitiveness, and growth. Clearly, the Chileanmodel has won out, and
without necessarily incurringsignificantlymore hardshipthan Mexico
in the process.
Anotherpossibility is thatChile has a far betterresourceendowment
than Mexico. That is hardly plausible, except in respect to human
capital. But if it is the case, Mexico is to be blamedfor not doing much,
if anything, to develop its resourcebase.
The real difference in growth performancelies in the behavior of
wages adjustedfor productivity:in Mexico real wages rose sharply, in
Chile they did not. Figure 6 helps to make an importantpoint aboutthe
real exchange rate in relation to productivity. It is well known from
tradetheorythat a countrywith higherproductivitygrowthin tradables
than the rest of the world will experience increases in the price of its
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Figure 5. Chile and Mexico: Per Capita GDP, 1975-95
Index, 1980= 100
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Source: Itntert-1Catiotnal
Financial Statistics.

nontradablesand hence, real appreciations,if measuredby relativeCPI
or GDP deflator.This is the familiarSamuelson-Balassaeffect. It is the
reason why relative CPIs are poor guides to competitiveness. But the
real exchange rate measured by relative WPI (basically, tradables)
would not rise. Specifically, to say that the relative level of wholesale
prices has risen but so has productivityis simply an errorof counting;
any benefitsresultingfrom productivitygrowth are alreadyreflectedin
prices. Nor would wages adjustedfor productivityincrease. Reliable
economywide estimates of productivitygrowthfor Chile and for Mexico are not available. For that reason, in figure 6 we scale wages in
dollars by an index of per capita GDP to arrive at a rough measureof
adjustedwages in dollars. Mexico shows real appreciationand Chile
does not. Not surprisingly,the wage strategiesof the pacto are one of
the reasons for the loss of growth in Mexico. Recourse to an incomes
policy sustains wages and pushes them up, at least in time for the
elections. Moreover, unemploymentis pervasive because for the past
fifteen years growth has been less than the growth rate of the labor
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Figure 6. Chile and Mexico: Unit Labor Cost Index, 1975_94a
Index, 1981= 100
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Source-. Data for GDP, population, and exchange rates are from ItitertiatiotialFinianicialStatistics, for nominal wages in
Chile from Banco Central de Chile ( 1989), and in Mexico, from unpublished data from the Banco de M6xico.
a. The unit labor cost index is nominal wages divided by the exchange rate, all divided by per capita GDP.

force. In Chile, by contrast, the emphasis has been on a competitive
exchange rate and high employment. The Chilean strategy has taken
the economy gradually to full employment as well as significant increases in dollar wages, comparedto 1980.
Reform, restructuring,the opening of trade, stabilization, privatization, and openness to capital are all features that Mexico and Chile
have in common. The critical difference lies in the fact that in Chile
the real exchange rateis the key price for long-termperformance,while
in Mexico it is the primaryvariable to be manipulatedfor short-term
gain.
In the aftermathof the recent crash, Mexico has been in a rush to
restore access to internationalcapital markets. It was thoughtthat the
best way to achieve this was by means of a strongand stable exchange
rate. After the initial collapse, the peso was allowed to fall to 6 pesos
to the dollar, and it was the intention to keep it at that level until the
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end of the year. Yet prices have increased significantlyover the first
six months of 1995, and thus, despite the weak dollar, the real depreciation amountsto only 35 percent. By the end of 1995, with inflation
continuing at 2 percent per month, there will have been only a very
minor real depreciation. Is Mexico doing it again? Grantedthere are
purchasingpower parity (PPP) calculations to show undervaluation,
and it can be arguedthat wages have increasedvery little, at least, so
far. But the right issues to focus on are growth and financialstability.
The overridingimpressionis thatthe countryis not focusing on exportled growth.
Brazil and Argentina

Argentina, with its currencyboardscheme, and Brazil, withoutany
clearly defined currency scheme, present examples of situations in
which events have not yet run their full course. Both countries have
currenciesthat are strongly appreciatedin real terms. In each case, the
question is whether there is an overvaluation, and if so, what to do
aboutit. We believe thatBrazil should devalue as partof a comprehensive stabilizationprogram,while Argentinashould hold out and foster
deflation. The reason for this eclectic recommendationis that Argentina, perhapsmore than any other country, has abandonedany form of
exchange rate illusion.
BRAZIL. Brazil has a long traditionof not allowing its exchange rate
policy andexternalbalanceconstraintsto become an obstacleto growth.
Lack of a serious macroeconomic policy has, over time, taken the
countryto hyperinflation.Since 1985, a few stabilizationshave made
temporaryinroads, but have never come to grips with the problem
because there has never been sufficient disillusion to supporta radical
change in regime.
The most recent stabilization, the Real Plan, was implementedin
July 1994. This was an ingenious scheme of changing numeraires.In
March1994 nominalprices, wages andothercontractswere allowed to
be quoted in a unified reference value (URV) that would be replaced
by a new currency,the real, on July 1, 1994. Since prices were already
indexed to several differentreferences, the innovationof the URV was
to coordinatea unifiedunit of accountthatwould substitutefor all other
indexationmechanisms. In the interimperiod after the introductionof
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Figure 7. Brazil: Real ExchangeRate, 1975_95a
Index, 1990= 100
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Source: Data obtained directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index database.
a. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices.

the URV and before its replacementby the real, it was expected that
relative prices would converge to their equilibriumvalue. This was
importantto the second phase of the conversion, when the URV would
be transformedinto real on a one-to-one basis and then pegged to the
dollar. This pegging, in fact, caused monthly inflationrates to plunge
from 46 percent in June 1994 to 1.5 percent in September1994. Over
the past monthsmoderateinflationhas continued,despite an immediate
stabilizationboom.
As partof the stabilization,the governmentinitially allowed nominal
appreciation,even though inflationcontinuedat an annualrate of 25 to
30 percent. As a result, in July 1995 the cumulativereal appreciation
since June 1994, shown in figure 7, amountedto 15 percent. This real
appreciationis potentiallyproblematicbecause Brazil, like othercases
discussed above, has already undergone a trade reform and plans to
embarkon fiscal restraintand restructuringof the public sector in the
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Table 16. Brazil: MacroeconomicIndicators, 1992-95
Unitsas indicated
Indicator

1992

1993

1994

1995

GDP growtha
Inflationb
Budgetsurplusc
Tradebalanced
Realexchangeratec

-0.8
1156.4
- 2.8
4.0
73.1

4.1
2828.7
- 1.3
3.0
82.1

5.7
1238.1
0.6
1.8
94.1

5.0
18.8
- 2.2
-1.7
101.9

Source: Data for growth and the budget surplus are from Banco Central do Brasil (1995); for inflation, from internzational
Financial Statistics; for the trade balance, from Banco Central do Brasil (I1995)and ltlernzationialFinancial Statistics; and
for the real exchange rate, directly from the J. P. Morgan currency index database.
a. Percent per year. For 1995, estimate by Banco Central do Brasil.
b. December-to-December percentage change in CPI. For 1995, first quarterannualized.
c. Percent of GDP. Operational surplus (primary balance less real interest payments). For 1995, Januaryannualized.
d. Percent of GDP. For 1995, first quarter annualized.
e. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices, 1990 = 100. For 1995, first six months.

future. Since trade liberalization,restructuring,and budget cutting all
involve restrainton demand, and since an aggressively pricedcurrency
does not go well with low interestrates, thereis a crowding-inproblem
in the making. Sometime in the next year or so, real depreciationwould
be desirable. But real depreciation is a very poor idea if indexation
linkages remainsignificant. The predicament,then, is that withoutthe
other elements of reform, devaluationmakes no sense. But there is no
such comprehensivereformprogramon the horizon. In the meantime,
overvaluationand high interestrates continue. Althoughthe Brazilian
authorities,predictably,deny that there is a problem, it is useful to ask
where this situationmight lead.39
One scenario is that high interest rates will increasinglybecome a
banking problem. This is beginning to be apparentin the state banks
and is incipient in the private banks. The government's response of
offering deposit insuranceis not a solution. Once the bankingproblem
has spreadto the extent that it can only be resolved by lower interest
rates, the basis will set for a speculative attack, as in some of the cases
discussed above.
Table 16 shows some of Brazil's principaleconomic indicators.Historically, Brazil has been substantially inward-looking, and capital
flighthas not been partof the financialtradition.The indexationregime
in capital markets, in additionto capital controls, was relatively effec39. BrazilianFinance MinisterMalan was recently quoted as saying, "Those who
criticize the exchange rate have a type of short-runmyopia created by anothertrade
deficit." (Authors'translationfrom 0 Globo, July 1, 1995.)
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tive in maintaining a domestic capital market. But Brazil has now
deregulatedand as a result marketsfunction far more internationally.
Today capital flight and disinvestment by foreign investors is a real
possibility in a way that policymakers, accustomed to a traditionof
closed finance, do not seem to recognize.
Once a comprehensive program is set in place, preferablybefore
inflation turns up once again, real depreciationcould be achieved by
threedifferentmethods:a devaluation, a fast crawl, or a float. It is not
apparentthat one strategyhas any compelling advantageover another.
The chief issue is to accomplish the task in hand.
ARGENTINA. Over the past twenty years, Argentina so thoroughly
debasedits currencythatseignioragebecamea sourceof hyperinflation;
the only way to protectmoney was to move it offshore. AlthoughBrazil
also experiencedhyperinflation,it did not seem to raise concern. Dollarizationwas an altogetherremote concept; as has been seen, stabilization was eventually achieved arounda unit of account. By contrast,
when Argentinalast stabilized, in Aprilof 1991, it moved to an extreme
monetarystandard:the currencyboard. Just as at the end of the nineteenth century, when Argentina first experimented with a currency
board, nothing short of a fully institutionalizedmechanismof money
issue could begin to yield credibility. The monetaryregime is simple:
the currency is fixed at one-to-one to the dollar; dollars and pesos
circulate and are offered as deposits in parallel; and money creation
must be fully backed by increases in foreign exchange reserves, and
vice versa. Argentinais on a rigorousdollar standardand has, in fact,
stuck to it against all temptations.
From an initial situation of hyperinflation,stabilization led to an
immediatedrop to almost zero inflation, in terms of consumerprices.
In terms of wholesale prices the disinflationwas quite rapid, but even
so a real appreciationaccumulatedin the early monthsof the program
and still remains, as seen in figure 8. This real appreciationis problematic because tradeliberalization,restructuring,and budgetcuttingall
involve a majorreductionin labor demand. Even though growth averaged 7.7 percent over the past four years, the unemploymentrate has
risen to 18.6 percent and keeps rising. There is no question that the
countrywould benefitfrom lower interestrates and a more competitive
exchange rate, but devaluation is not the way to accomplish this in
Argentina.
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Figure 8. Argentina:Wholesale Price Index in U.S. Dollars
Index, 1990= 100
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Argentinais so fully dollarized that the dollar is the means of payment; if the peso goes, Argentinawill stay with the dollar. Already 55
percent of deposits are in dollars, and likewise currencyholdings are
significantlydollarized. But beyond that, the dollar is also the unit of
account and the reference point. As long as the peso stands at one-toone with the dollar, any attemptto shake the relationshipwould surely
demonstratethat, to all intents and purposes, Argentina is a dollar
country. There is no exchange rate illusion.
Therefore Argentina will have to recover competitiveness through
deflation.Thatis how the gold standardused to work. Table 17 presents
the economic picture of Argentina. Not surprisingly, there has been
very little evidence of deflation so far, since the economy was until
recently in a boom. Yet even during this boom period, inflation in
dollars came down below 5 percent. The next step is to bring down
wages and prices. While Brazil was booming and overvaluingits currency, the problemsof Argentina,which relies importantlyon its export
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Table 17. Argentina:MacroeconomicIndicators, 1990-95
Units as indicated
Indicator

GDP growthb
Inflatione
Tradebalanced
Real interestratec
Realexchangerate'

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995a

1.0
2314.0
6.1
24.1
100.0

8.9
171.7
2.0
-0.5
83.1

8.7
24.9
-1 .2
13.2
84.6

6.0
10.6
-1.4
9.0
83.4

7.1
4.2
-2.1
4.7
86.1

2.6
4.9
-1.7
7.9
88.5

Source: Data for growth and the trade balance are from Republic of Argentina (various years); for inflation, GDP, and
interest rates, from ltiternzationalFinianc-ialStatistics; and for exchange rates, directly from the J. P. Morgancurrency index
database.
a. First quarter, annualized.
b. Percent per year.
c. Annual percentage change in CPI.
d. Percent of GDP.
e. Deposit rate less WPI inflation.
f. Effective exchange rate index based on nonfood wholesale prices, 1990 = 100.

tradewith Brazil, were smaller.Now, with a slowdownandthe prospect
of real depreciationin Brazil, Argentina's need for deflation is much
larger. The government has begun moving in that direction. It has
actually secured congressional approvalfor a 20 percentcut in public
sector wages. In the private sector, though, downwardstickiness remains the rule. Presumablyit will take a severe slowdown to lower
privatesector wages; it is becomingquite apparentthatthis will happen.
Deflation, however, carriesits own complications.While it may well
restorecompetitiveness, a fall of prices redistributesdebt burdensand
will widen bankruptcyproblems in a system that already has severe
bankingdifficulties. Admittedly, devaluationwould be just as complicated because of the mismatchingof balance sheets. Thus there is no
way to top off reform and stabilizationwith a quick and easy drop in
prices.

Argentinabearswatchingfor two reasons. First, the presentsituation
makesit clear thata currencyboardis no panaceafor failing credibility.
Doubts persist for years, and real exchange rate issues do not go away
easily. In fact, the Mexicancrisis of 1994 in turnthrewthe international
spotlighton Argentina;next, the March 1995 elections resultedin significantcapitalflight;and since then, in one way or another,the country
has been on probation in internationalmarkets. Second, a currency
boarddoes not resolve the issue of an equilibriumreal exchange rate.
The emphasis is shifted to deflation, and there is very little evidence
that this mechanism is any easier than a successful real depreciation.
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Having mismanagedits money for decades, Argentinahas no alternative to the most rigorous, most institutionalizedmonetaryregime, with
an accompanyingexperimentin deflation.

APPENDIX

A

Selected CurrencyAppreciationExperiences
reviews several appreciationexperiences after 1975 in
order to verify the propositions that all major currencyappreciations
have ended with a significantexchange devaluation(with or without a
speculativeattack), a fast crawlingpeg, or floatingof the currency,and
thatno recentexperienceof appreciationwith a fixed exchangeratehas
involved resortingto deflation or inflationto restore equilibrium.The
informationis compiledfrom the J. P. Morgancurrencyindexdatabase.
Appreciationsare defined as accumulatedmovementsof the exchange
of at least 15 percentthat lasted more than one year and less than five.
IMF classifications of exchange rate arrangementsare taken from InTHIS APPENDIX

ternational Financial Statistics.40

Argentina, 1978-83. The real exchange rate (RER) appreciatedby
more than 60 percent during the period 1979-80. During 1981-83 it
returnedsmoothlyto its preappreciationlevel. As of June 1982 the IMF
classified the Argentiniancurrencyregime as "other types." The real
depreciationwas obtained through nominal changes in the exchange
rate.
Australia, 1987-92. The RER appreciatedby 21 percent between
1987 and 1989. Between 1990 and 1992 it returnedsmoothlyto its preappreciationlevel. Throughoutthis period Australiahad a floating exchange rate regime.
Brazil, 1987-90. The cumulative appreciationbetween 1987 and
1990 was almost 54 percent. This period was characterizedby a slow
crawling peg system. The floating of the currencyin Octoberand November 1990 ended the appreciation.
40. For experiencesbefore 1975 thatended in collapses, see Edwards(1989). Note
also that the J. P. Morgandatabasedoes not include Israel.
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Colombia, 1979-85. The appreciationduring 1979-83 totaled 27
percent.During 1983-85 the RER depreciatedsmoothlyby 37 percent.
This was achieved by means of a crawling peg system.
Indonesia, 1979-83. The RER appreciatedby 31 percentduringthe
period 1979-82. In March 1983 a nominal depreciationof 25 percent
restoredit to its preappreciationlevel. The currencyregime duringthe
appreciationwas a managedfloating system.
Malaysia, 1981-86. The RER appreciatedby 20 percent during
1981-84. Between August 1985 andOctober1986 it fell below its 1981
level. From March 1984 the currency was pegged to a composite of
currencies.

New Zealand, 1985-91. Between 1985 and 1988 the RER appreciated by 32 percent. Between 1989 and 1991 it depreciatedby 13 percent. Throughoutthis period the currencyfloated freely.
Nigeria, 1982-86. The RER appreciatedby 66 percent during the
period 1982-84. After a smooth depreciationduring 1985-86, a nominal depreciationof 66 percent in October 1986 left it well below its
preappreciationlevel.
The Philippines, 1983-86.

The RER appreciated by 20 percent be-

tween 1983 and 1985. It returnedto preappreciationlevels throughan
initially smooth depreciationin 1985, followed by a 10 percentdevaluation in January 1986. During this period the exchange rate regime
evolved from a managedto a freely floating system.
SouthAfrica, 1977-84. The RER appreciatedby 57 percentbetween
1977 and 1980. Between October 1983 and October 1984 it almost
returnedto its preappreciationlevel. The currencyfloatedfreely during
1977-84.
Taiwan, 1978-83. The RER appreciatedby 28 percentbetween 1978
and 1981. Between mid-1981 and 1983 it depreciatedby 10 percent.
Turkey,1976-80. Between 1976 and 1979 the RER appreciatedby
57 percent. Nominal depreciationsin Januaryand February1980 devalued it by 30 percent. The IMF did not classify Turkeyas a pegging
country.
Venezuela, 1979-84. The RER appreciatedby 35 percent between
1979 and 1983. It recovered through devaluations in Februaryand
Marchof 1984 totaling43 percent.Throughoutthis periodthe currency
was linked to the U.S. dollar.
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TradeElasticities, Devaluation, and Trade
THISAPPENDIX
addresses the issue of the impact of a devaluationon

aggregate demand, focusing on the case of Mexico. First, different
estimationsof the tradeelasticities are presented.Fromthe averageof
these elasticities, the impact of a devaluationon trade and aggregate
demand is then calculated, for both the short run and the long run.
Table B 1 presentsthe averageof elasticities weighted againstthe relative value of imports in 1985 for each of the estimations.
Sweder van Wijnbergenpresentsestimationsof demandfor imports
and exports as part of a macroeconomicmodel for the Mexican economy.4' This study uses annualdata covering the period 1970-87, and
the estimation of imports is disaggregatedinto consumption, capital,
and intermediarygoods. The explanatory variables for imports are:
relativeprice, measuredas importprice over the respectiveGNP deflator (currentand lagged); an indicatorfor quantitativerestrictions;and
an indicatorof activity (investmentfor capitalgoods, privateconsumption for consumption goods, and GDP for intermediategoods). The
study presents estimations for both export demand and supply. The
demandfor exports is assumedto dependon the relative price (current
and lagged) of Mexican exports with respect to an aggregate dollarbased price index of the imports of the trade partner.The supply is
assumed to depend only on the relative price (currentand lagged),
proxied by the ratio of the price of exports to the GNP deflator. An
importantaspect of the results is the high price elasticity of the demand
for exports (-0.95 in the short run and - 1.07 in the long run). This
drives the negative exports-revenueelasticity.42
Rudiger Dornbusch and Alejandro Werner use Mexican quarterly
datafrom the firstquarterof 1984 to the second quarterof 1993.43 This
study assumes a partialadjustmentprocess for imports,using dummies
41. van Wijnbergen(1990).
42. Log changes in the price of exports (dP) and volume of exports(dX), given an
initialchange of exports dX, (as might be producedby a devaluation),are calculatedas
follows. By definition, given a supply change dX0,,we have E1dP = dX and E,dP =
(dX - dX,), where Ed and Es are the demandand supply price elasticity, respectively.
Solving both equationssimultaneouslyyields the total change in volume and price.
43. Dornbuschand Werner(1994).
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TableB1. Impact of Real Devaluationson TRade
Importelasticilya

Exportelasticitya
Volumel
Pricel
Revenuel
exhange exchange exchange
rate
rate
rate

Volumel
exchange
rate

Volumel
income

van Wijnbergen
Short-run
Long-run

-0.81
-1.01

2.38
2.38

0.11
0.40

-0.11
-0.37

-0.02
-0.12

DombuschandWerner
Short-run
Long-run

-0.30
-0.63

1.25
2.60

0.31
0.91

-0.46
-0.58

-0.16
0.28

Haque,Lahiri,and Montiel
Short-run
Long-run

-0.16
-0.94

0.08
1.12

0.05
0.67

...
.. .

0.05
0.67

Kumar,Samiei, and Bassett
Westernhemisphere

-0.50

0.77

0.17

-0.03

0.13

Benchmark
Short-run
Long-run

-0.44
-0.77

1.12
1.72

0.16
0.54

-0.15
-0.25

-0.01
0.16

Estimation

Source: Authors' calculations based on van Wijnbergen (1990), Dornbusch and Werner (1994), Haque, Lahiri, and
Montiel (1990), and Kumar, Samiei, and Bassett (1993).
a. Calculated as log changes.

for changes in trade regimes, GDP as the activity index, and the real
exchange rate (the U.S. WPI over the Mexican CPI) as the price variable. For exports, it estimates both supply and demandfunctions. The
supplyfunction is assumedto dependon the RER and the local activity
level (following a partial adjustmentmodel). The demandfunction is
assumed to depend on the relative price of Mexican exports (in U.S.
dollars) and total U.S. imports.
NadeemHaque, KajalLahiri, and PeterMontiel estimatea complete
macroeconomicmodel using a panel of countries (including Mexico)
with annualdatacovering the period 1963-87.44The modelhas generalequilibriumfeatures and it is estimated by nonlinearthree-stageleast
squares.This study assumes that importsdepend on the real exchange
rate, the level of activity, andthe reserves-to-importsratio(thatproxies
for importrestrictions).It also assumes partialadjustment.Exportsare
assumedto depend on the RER and the level of activity abroad,and to
44. Haque, Lahiri, and Montiel (1990).
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follow partialadjustment.Contraryto the two previous studies, countries are assumed to be price takers.
ManmohanKumar, Hossein Samiei, and Sheila Bassett, in an IMF
Staff Study, estimate trade elasticities as part of a macroeconomic
model includingannualdatacovering the period 1973-91.4 Estimation
is carriedon a set of countries, and the presentedresults are weighted
averages (by GDP) for subsets of these countries. This appendixuses
the estimationsfor the westernhemisphere.Imports(nonoil) are a composite of desired imports and restricted imports, when the ratio of
reserves to importsis low. Actual importsare a functionof real export
earnings, expenditurein home goods, relativeprices, and the reservesto-importratio. The model considers both demandand supply for exports. The structuralmodel includesthe relativeprice (exportprice over
world export price) and world income as the determinantsof demand,
andrelativeprice (exportprice over domestic price of nontradedgoods)
and capital stock as the determinantsof supply. The study estimates a
reduced form of export volume and export price, from which it is
straightforwardto derive the effects of a devaluation.
The benchmarkcase is the averageof the elasticities of the preceding
fourstudiesdescribedabove. Withthese elasticities it is straightforward
to calculate the impactof a given devaluationin net exports and aggregate demand.
For Mexico the ratio of imports to GDP was 28.3 percent in 1994
and averaged 26.0 percent between 1988 and 1994. Exports, meanwhile, represented20.7 percent of GDP in 1994 and averaged21.7 in
the period 1988-94. Using values of 27 percent for imports and 21
percent for exports in the benchmarkcase, a 20 percent devaluation
implies the following direct effects: Exports decline in the short run
(six months)by 0.04 percentagepoint of GDP; exports increaseby the
equivalentof 0.64 percentagepoint in the long run;importsdecline by
the equivalent of 2.37 percentagepoints in the short run; and imports
drop by the equivalent of 4.16 percentagepoints of GDP in the long
run. These effects total incrementsin aggregatedemandof 2.33 percent
of GDP in the short run and 4.80 percentof GDP in the long run.

45. Kumar,Samiei, and Bassett (1993).

Comments
and Discussion

Sebastian Edwards: RudigerDornbuschandhis associateswould have
us believe that, as are Anna Karenina's happy families, all currency
collapses are alike. Not quite. In fact, Dornbusch,Ilan Goldfajn, and
RodrigoValdes have chosen at least two episodes thatclearly standout
as exceptions in the long history of devaluation crises of the world
economy. Contraryto the prototypicaldevaluation,neitherthe Chilean
nor the currentMexican crisis was precededby large fiscal imbalances,
runawaycreditcreationfor the public sector, an explodingblackmarket
for foreign exchange, or hikes in importtariffs and exchange controls.
These episodes are ratherunusual instances of currencycollapse with
fiscal balance and openness. This, indeed, makes them somewhatpuzzling, and makes their analysis particularlyinteresting.The two other
crises examined by the authors, Mexico in 1982 and Finlandin 1994,
do conform to the broad characteristicsof historical crises. They are,
however, quite different from the cases of Chile in 1982 and Mexico
in 1994.
This comment focuses on three issues raised by Dornbusch,Goldfajn, and Valdes. First, I arguethat not all devaluationcrises are alike.
This means that better analytical stories than the existing speculative
attack models are needed to account for differences across episodes.
Second, I discuss the role of capital inflows in the Chilean and recent
Mexican crises, and argue that the sudden surge in capital availability
played a more importantrole thanthe authorsallow. Third, I deal with
their provocative assertionthat the real exchange rate is a policy variable. I argue that this is not a new (revolutionary?)theory;the issue is
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really one of semantics. Also, in discussing whetherthe real exchange
rate is endogenous or exogenous, I addressthe question posed by the
authors:Can devaluationswork? I answer with a very strongpositive.
I end with some brief remarkson the selection of exchangerateregimes
in developing and transitionaleconomies.

The Anatomy of Devaluation Crises
Whatmakes the Chilean and recent Mexican crises differentis that,
in termsof the policies pursuedbeforethe collapse, they do not conform
to the historical regularities first studied by RichardCooper in 1971.
What they do share with the vast majorityof crises is that the crash is
preceded by a substantialreal appreciationand a large loss, almost a
complete depletion, of internationalreserves. But this is just another
way of saying that the parity could not be sustainedand that the fixed
rate system crashed. The really interesting question is whether there
are differences in the policy stance in the period leading to the attack
on the currency.Could it have been known, exclusively on the basis of
credit, monetary,fiscal, and commercialpolicies, that Chile and Mexico were inexorably slipping towards a free fall? I believe that the
answerto this question is no.
In an extended study on the anatomy of devaluationcrises in the
developing world I analyzed, in quite some detail, eighty-seven episodes of currencycollapses between 1954 and 1975.1 These crises were
overwhelminglycharacterizedby majorfiscal imbalances-not merely
fiscal loosening-that were validated by overly expansive credit policies. Not surprisingly, most of the credit creation went to the public
sector. In spite of the ratherrapid rate of growth of credit creation in
Mexico documentedby Dornbusch,Goldfajn, and Valdes, in all other
respects both Chile and Mexico's macroeconomicpolicies were prudent. (Note that I am alreadydisagreeingwith the authors,in that I do
not consider the real exchange rate to be strictly a policy variable!)In
fact, in bothcases the fiscal accountsexhibitedcomfortable-although,
in the case of Mexico, admittedlydeclining-balances, and insteadof
1. See Edwards(1989) and Edwardsand Santaella(1993). For similar studies see
Kamin(1988) and Harbergerand Edwards(1982).
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closing the external sector, both countriescontinuedto pursueaggressive opening strategies.

The fact that the runs on the Chilean and Mexican currenciesdo not
conform to the "inconsistent fiscal policy" norm means that the standardmodels of currencycollapse and speculativeattacks, such as Paul
Krugman'sclassic formulation,cannot satisfactorilyaccountfor these
episodes. Guillermo Calvo and EnriqueMendoza, and LeonardoLeidermanand Alfredo Thorne have suggested that models based on endogenous policy shifts or on the existence of a vulnerable banking
systems can appropriatelyexplain the Mexican case. Although these
formulationsrepresent an improvementover the standardapproach,
they still fall shortof explaining the role of the massive capital inflows
in the period leading up to these crises.2

Real Exchange Rates, Capital Inflows, and Crises
Stabilizationprogramsbased on an exchange rate anchorare in danger of generatinga significantdegree of real exchange rate overvaluation, a loss in the degree of internationalcompetitiveness, and very
large tradedeficits. If this situationis not correctedin time, the credibility of the stabilizationprogramwill be called into question, inviting
speculative attackson the currency. This was, indeed, the situationin
Chile in 1981-82, when the combinationof a fixed nominalexchange
rate, backwardindexed wages, and a major surge in capital inflows
generatedan acute overvaluationthat ended in a precipitouscrisis.3
In 1988-89 independentanalysts, as well as the architects of the
Mexican stabilization program, were clearly aware of the dangers of
this overvaluationsyndrome.In fact, in an early analysisof the Mexican
programDornbusch himself pointed out that the "risk is that when
inflationhas disappearedit has been replaced by a new problem such
as exchange rate overvaluationor bankruptcies."4The Mexican authorities, however, argued that there were two reasons why Mexico
would be exempted from this fate. First, the policy was initiated in a
2. See Krugman(1979), Calvo and Mendoza (1995), and Leidermanand Thorne
(1995).

3. See Edwardsand Edwards(1991).
4. Dornbusch(1988, p. 256).
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situationof exchange rate undervaluation;that is, there was a built-in
cushion allowing the real exchange rate to appreciatewithout hurting
the country's external position. Second, Mexico had ample international reserves.5Addressingthe Mexican congress on March 10, 1988,
MinisterAspe said that "for the exchange rate to serve [as an anchor]
it is requiredthatthe balanceof paymentsstartsfroma favorablesurplus
position. . . . [T]he use of the exchange rate according to a downward
tendency . . . is fully justified if we consider that there is an ample

marginof undervaluationof our currency."'6
The Mexican stabilization programsucceeded in reducing inertia,
but not in eliminating it. An empirical analysis of the degree of persistence of the Mexican rate of inflation strongly suggests that even
afterthe renewalsof the pacto in 1989-91, inertiacontinuedto be very
high. As a result, the decline in the rate of inflation was painfully slow.7

As had been the case in Chile duringthe early 1980s, and as many had
feared for Mexico, the process was accompaniedby a substantialreal
appreciationand loss in internationalcompetitiveness. In 1989 a numberof observersexpressedconcernaboutthe mountingreal appreciation
and argued that the trend would become unsustainablebecause the
country lacked the foreign exchange to finance an increasingexternal
disequilibrium.8The surge in capital inflows that startedin 1990, however, relaxed Mexico's externalconstraint,allowing the countryto run
extremely large currentaccount deficits from 1992 to 1994. The fact
thatthese inflows were largely privatepersuadeda numberof analysts,
including senior Mexican officials, that this was an equilibriumphenomenonthat did not call for policy action.
To the questions of whetherthe currentaccountdeficit was sustainable andthe real exchangeratewas overvalued,the Mexicanauthorities
respondedthat to the extent that flows were private and the fiscal accounts were in surplus, there was nothing to worry about. In January
1994, the Banco de Mexico's governor,Miguel Mancera,told the Economist thatthe currentaccountdeficit was not a problembecauseit "was
5. Two additionalexplanationswere lateraddedto this list: thatthe NAFTA would
provideenough capital to sustain a more appreciatedreal exchange rate, and that productivitygains would offset the real exchange rate appreciation(see Aspe, 1993).
6. Cited in Vela (1993, p. 1).
7. See Edwards(1993), and also Santaellaand Vela (1995) and Vela (1993).
8. See, for example, Edwards(1990).
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associated with the inflow of foreign funds, ratherthan expansionary
fiscal or monetarypolicy." And in its 1993 annualreportthe Banco de
Mexico stated that the "current account deficit has been determined
exclusively by the private sector's decisions to save and invest....
[B]ecause of the above and the solid position of public finances, the
currentaccount deficit should clearly not be a cause for undue concern."9
The increasein capital inflows, togetherwith the rigid exchangerate
regime, was the majorcause of the persistentreal exchange rate appreciation after 1989. In fact, the higher capital inflows required a real
appreciationof the peso. This is because to the extent that the increase
in expenditurefinanced by such flows is spent on domestic goods, a
changein relativeprices-that is, a real appreciation-will be required
to maintainmacroeconomicequilibrium.This was, indeed, the case in
Mexico, where a large proportionof the increase in expenditurewent
to the real estate sector.
In that regard, then, it was possible for the Mexican authoritiesto
arguethat the real exchange rate appreciationwas an equilibriumphe)0 However, the probnomenonthat did not requirepolicy intervention.
lem with this argumentis that in Mexico, as in Chile a decade earlier,
the rate at which capital was flowing into the economy was clearly not
sustainablein the long run, nor even in the mediumrun. Thus the major
real appreciationof the peso induced by the greater availability of
foreign financingwas clearly a short-termphenomenonthat, sooner or
later, would have to be, at least partially,reversed;andin the meantime,
was hamperinggrowth and creatinga serious long-runmacroeconomic
disequilibrium.In fact, what the Mexican authoritiesmissed was that,
just because the capital flowing in was private, it was susceptibleto a
sudden stop that would require a massive adjustmenteffort. In 1993
Daniel Oks and Sweder van Wijnbergenrecognized the temporarynatureof the expansionof capitalinflows andarguedthatthe key question
was: "Once capital stops flowing, shouldwe expect the currentaccount
to improve or is Mexico heading for a major [balance of payments]
crisis?' '''
9. The Economist,January22, 1994, p. 21; Banco de M6xico (1993, pp. 179-80).
10. See, for example, Banco de Mexico (1993, 1994) and Aspe (1993, pp. 43-46).
11. Oks and van Wijnbergen(1995, p. 174). It is worthwhilenoting that Oks was
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In long-run equilibriumit is not possible for the ratio of Mexican
securitiesheld by foreignersrelative to Mexico's GDP to grow continuously. In fact, the long run will be characterizedby a stable ratio of
claims on Mexico to the country's GDP. Given the rate of growth of
the Mexican economy in the early 1990s, the sustainablerateof capital
inflows was closer to the 2 to 4 percentof GDP rangethanthe 8 percent
of GDP observed during 1992-93.12

Thus the relevantquestion was not, as many analyststhoughtduring
1994, whetherthese inflows were sustainable,but how and when Mexico was going to adjusttowarda lower availabilityof foreignresources.
Moreprecisely, even in early 1993 Mexico's challenge was to engineer
a smooth landing, adjusting gradually to a situation of lower capital
inflows. By mid-1994 this challenge had become an urgentimperative.
The problemis that whereasthe real exchange rate appreciateswithout
any impediments during the surge in inflows, when capital inflows
decline nominal wage and price rigidity tend to make the requiredreal
depreciationdifficult.
The abandonmentof the predeterminedexchange rateregime in late
1992, and the adoptionof a managedfloatingregime-or even a crawling peg-would have increased the credibility of Mexico's trade liberalization, allowing exports to grow faster and the recession to end.
Also, and more important,it would have given the system the gear for
a smooth landing once capital inflows startedto decline to their lower,
equilibriumlevel. An even better strategy would have been a more
gradualopening of the capital account-that would have largely discouragedshort-termspeculativeflows-combined with a flexible nominal rate. However, the government'sdeterminationto cling to the rigid
nominal exchange rate system, its insistence-an obsession, reallyon attainingsingle-digit inflation, and a succession of negative shocks
made the possibility of a smooth landing increasinglyunlikely as 1994
unfolded. More serious, however, was the fact that after rejectingexchange rate adjustmentand deciding to maintainthe band system, the
the World Bank's countryeconomist for Mexico at the time, and van Wijnbergenhad
been the bank's lead economist for Mexico until early 1993.
12. This conditionfor overall sustainabilityis an extensionof the well-knownpublic
sector sustainabilitycondition that calls for maintaininga constantratio of public debt
to GDP. See Edwards, Steiner, and Losada (1995) for an estimation of sustainable
capital inflows over the period 1992-93.
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Mexican authoritieswere unwilling to follow the policies requiredto
defend the parityduring 1994.

The Real Exchange Rate Is Not a Policy Tool
I must confess that I was quite shocked to read in the introduction
that the real exchange rate was a policy tool. My concern was premature. A carefulreadingof the paperreveals thatthe authorsdo not mean
quitethat. In fact, whatthey meanis thatpolicymakerscan "influence"
the real exchangerate "throughthe setting of nominalrates." And they
qualify their initial statementby saying that "the real exchange rate is
seen to be a limited policy variable."
My interpretationof these statementsis that nominal devaluations
can, and in many cases will, affect the real exchange rate. Moreover,
the effect can even persist in the mediumand long runs. I largely agree
with this view, subjectto some qualifications.As the existing evidence
shows, the extent to which a nominaldevaluationwill be translatedinto
a real devaluation will vary greatly from country to country and will
depend on a numberof variables. Chief among these, as the authors
acknowledge, are the country's inflationaryhistory and the degree of
currency substitution. Interestingly, however, regression results for
eleven countries during the 1970s and first half of the 1980s suggest
that, other things given, even in inflationarycountries as much as 45
percentof a nominaldevaluationtranslatesinto a real one, on average.'3
Unfortunately, in many cases "other things," especially fiscal and
monetarypolicies, are not given. In fact, Latin America's economic
history is filled with instances when nominal devaluationshave been
accompaniedby fiscal expansion and surges in credit creation. The
result has been an unavoidableoutburstof inflation followed, sooner
ratherthan later, by a new crisis, a new devaluation, and a new round
of recriminations.Some good examples are Argentinain 1970, Bolivia
in 1972 and 1979, Colombia in 1962 and 1965, Jamaica in 1978,
Nicaraguain 1979, Mexico in 1976 and 1982, Peru in 1972, and Ecuadorin 1982.
The key, and highly valuable, message of this paperis that avoiding
13. See Edwards(1995, ch. 5).
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real exchange rate overvaluation is critical for assuring sustainable
growth. And this can clearly be achieved more easily with a flexible
exchange rate regime, be it managedfloat or crawling peg. This is, in
fact, an old lesson, and one thatCarlos Diaz-Alejandrowas never tired
of repeating. The euphoriaof the "emerging markets" era, however,
has made a few people forget some of the basic lessons of LatinAmerica's economic history. A poor memory can, indeed, be costly, as
Mexico's recent experience shows.
Michael Bruno: Rudiger Dornbuschis on record as having predicted
the collapse of the Mexican peso and has every right to say, "I told
you so. I Other experts, both in Mexico and outside, agreed that the
peso hadbecome substantiallyovervaluedby 1994 andthatthe Mexican
governmenthad hungon to it for too long, for political reasons. Mexico
has had a tradition of pegged exchange rates and, as in the earlier
episode that the authorsdiscuss (1978-82), has found it hardto move
away from this regime under changing circumstances. I concur with
the authors' "disequilibrum" interpretationof what recently went
wrongwith the exchange ratepeg andMexico's macroeconomicpolicy.
But what lesson does this and the earlier episode teach about the
exchange rate regime? For many observers it would prove, yet again,
thata peg cannotlast forever, not thatit shouldneverhave been adopted
in the first place. The authorsgo furtherthan that. They use the two
Mexican episodes, thatof Chile in the early 1980s, and the morerecent
case of Finland, as well as three more moderateEMS collapses from
the 1990s to suggest a policy conclusion that would appear to be a
markeddeparturefrom the paradigmthat has held for the last decade
or two: that the nominal exchange rate can play a, sometimes central,
role (together with fiscal discipline) in disinflation. In the authors'
opinion real exchange rates tend to be sticky downwardand therefore
it is a mistaketo let them appreciate.Countriesare ill-advised to allow
a real appreciationto continuefor any lengthof time becausethe current
account is likely to be of greater concern than inflation as a policy
target. Moreover, the real exchange rate is a policy variable;that is, a
nominaldevaluationwill, in general, lead to a real devaluationwith no
substantialinflationarytrade-offs.
1. See Dornbuschand Werner(1994).
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Of the four points that the paperemphasizes, I fully agree with two:
that the real exchange rate is a key relative price, and that an overly
accommodatingcapital market may aggravate the potential for mismanagementand amplify the ultimatecosts of collapse. I am disturbed
by the othertwo points, thatthe real exchangecan be viewed as a policy
variableand that inflationhas been overemphasizedas a policy target,
mainly because of the unqualifiedinterpretationthat can be given to
these statements. In addition, the authors' selective choice, and some
of their interpretations,of the countryexamples are open to question.

The Real Exchange Rate as a Policy Variable
To start with the conditions underwhich the real exchange rate can
be deemed a policy variable, I agree that the relevantanalyticalframework is that of the real goods and labor markets.To simplify matters,
I firstconsiderthe real goods market.In short-runequilibriumandunder
capital mobility, a clear relationshipmust hold between the ratios of
the following three nominal variables: the nominal exchange rate, E
(measuredin terms of domestic currencyper unit of foreign currency),
the nominal wage rate, W, and the price level, P.2 Underthese definitions, the real exchangerate(EIP)must, ceteris paribus,beara negative
relationship to the real wage, WIP; that is, real depreciation and a
decrease in the real wage necessarily go together. But real exchange
ratedepreciationalso dependson real fundamentals,includingthe governmentbudgetvariables, S, thatrise with increasesin tax revenueand
expenditurecuts, and other given shift factors, T, that are positively
relatedto increases in the capital stock and total factorproductivity,as
well as to a beneficial shift in externaltermsof trade. This commodity
marketconstraintcan be written
(DI)

EIP = F (WIP; S, 7T).
-

+ +

At given levels of S and T, a real depreciation(which increases net
2. The role of the money supply (M) is endogenous here on account of capital
mobility. Underflexible exchange ratesM andMIP would replaceE andEIP.
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demandfor goods) requiresa fall in the real wage (which increasesnet
supply of goods), and the reverse for a real appreciation.
Returningto the paper with this constraint in mind, suppose that
balancingthe currentaccount requiresa real devaluation(an increase
in EIP). Although the authorsdo not make this explicit, a centralcondition, based on equation DI, for a nominal devaluationto lead to a
real devaluationis that there be a correspondingdropin the real wage.
This can happen only if there is substantialunemploymentor if wage
earnersare under some kind of money illusion. Only if there were no,
or little, response by nominal wages to changes in the exchange rate
andthe price level could the real exchangeratebe thoughtof as a policy
variable. Even though this might sometimes seem to be the case in the
short run, when there is unemployment,it would be very unlikely to
hold for relatively small and very open economies. In any case, this
scenario is hardlylikely to persist over time, as wage earnersbegin to
"learn"'and new devaluationsare implementedonce the old ones have
run their course at the cost of rising inflation. In other words, it eventually returnsto the situationin which the existing paradigmfor stabilization took hold, in the inflationaryyears of the late 1970s and early
1980s.

When to Exit from a Nominal Peg
It has hithertobeen accepted that, in general, the real exchange rate
can only be altered by a change in real fundamentals,such as fiscal
policy or marketstructures,and that in an open economy, certainly a
small open economy, the nominal exchange rate can often serve as a
key nominal anchor.3Obviously pegging the exchange rate in orderto
stabilize from high or moderateinflationinvolves a calculatedrisk. As
the price level usually is not stabilized completely, the ensuing real
appreciationmay eventually lead to the overvaluationof the currency
and a gradual worsening of the currentaccount balance. Unless sustainablefinancing is assured for the currentaccount, sooner or later a
3. The following view propoundedin the mid-1980s, albeit in regardto high inflation, presumablywould still be advocatedby its author:"Those who arguethat budget
correctionis essential and exchange-ratefixing redundantor even counterproductive
need to provideevidence for their contention." (Dornbusch,1986b, p. 11.)
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corrective devaluation may be called for. However, anticipationof a
change in the peg may, undercertaincircumstances,lead to a currency
collapse. None of this is news. But it is importantto stress that the
breathingspace duringwhich a stabilizationmay run its course can be
quite substantial,dependingfirst of all on the real exchange rate at the
time of the fixing, and no less important,on the real productivitydividends that may accrue as a result of disinflationand competitivepressure on the exchange rate. In terms of equation DI, the factor T may
rise endogenously as a result. Because T also affects the currentaccount, this could make for an appreciationnot only of the actual rate,
but also of the equilibriumreal exchange rate.
Thus the main question is not whetherstabilizationby means of the
exchangerateis good or bad policy, per se, but whatthe optimaltiming
of exit is. Determining this is more of an art than an exact science.
There are plenty of examples of success as well as of failure. The
authorsmentionnone of the successes, yet the failuresthatthey cite do
not necessarily prove their point.
Before consideringthis, recall that the currentparadigmfor stabilization took hold during an inflationaryperiod, several years after the
breakdownof Bretton Woods and the age of commodity shocks, and
was manifested in two distinct groups of countries in two different
ways. The formation of the EMS gave traditionally inflation-prone
countries, such as France, Italy, and Spain, a way of tying their governments'handsby fixing the currencyto the arch-conservativeGerman
Bundesbank.In this way, they eventuallybroughtinflationdown below
the Germanrate. In high-inflation, middle-income countries, on the
otherhand, the importantlink from the exchange rate to the price level
graduallypersuadedpolicymakersto move back to pegged exchange
rate regimes. Leaving aside phony exchange rate tablitas that ignored
fundamentalsand ended up in currencycollapse (for example, Chile in
1979-81 and Israel in 1981-83), the maindevelopmenthas been to use
the exchange rate peg as a nominal anchor, an essential supplementto
fiscal retrenchment,for sharpstabilizationfrom high inflation.
Among the countries that have recently experiencedhigh inflation,
Israel may have been the first to succeed with an exchange rate-based
stabilizationprogram,in 1985.4 The Mexicanpacto of 1988, modeled
4. In this assessment I do not include extreme episodes of hyperinflation,such as
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on the Israeliexample, came next andwas a success, at least until 1990.
Subsequently,there were a numberof successful stabilizationsin eastern Europe, for example, Poland in 1990 and Czechoslovakiain 1991.
And there have been quite a few additionalsucesses since.
It was never thought that if the exchange rate is initially pegged it
should remainthus, come what may. The choice of the exchange rate
as a nominal anchor only relates to the initial phase of stabilization.
Israel adjustedits exchange rate in March 1987, twenty months after
the initial stabilization. Poland and Czechoslovakia also adjusted, in
due course. In all of these cases, inflationdid come down quickly and
substantially,but ongoing residual inflationled to substantialreal appreciation. In none of these cases was there a currencycollapse or a
hardlanding.

Israel's Experience after the 1985 Stabilization
The Israeli example is the one that I know best, from personalexperience.5No objective observer(which I am not) would deny that the
defense of the initial peg over a period of twenty months (given the
achievementof fiscal balance)had a profoundimpacton the sustainable
reductionof high inflation from 500 percentto below 20 percent, and
more recently, to below 10 percentannually.The firstpoststabilization
realignment(7 percent)took place in March1987 andwould have been
followed by another limited realignmentexactly a year later, under
strongrecommendationfromthe Bankof Israel, had it not been delayed
for political reasonsby the ministerof finance, in view of the forthcoming October 1988 elections. In that respect it was an interestingforerunnerof the Mexican experience before the 1994 election. The outcome, as expected, was a mini-runon the currencythat, on one bright
morningin December 1988, caused a loss of $300 million of reserves
and necessitated an immediate devaluationof 5 percent. For lack of
credibility, this had to be followed by an 8 percent devaluationvery
shortly afterward.
those experienced in Europe immediately after both world wars. Among the recent
exchange-ratepegging episodes, Argentina'sstabilizationin 1985, andBrazil's in 1986,
failed mainly for fiscal reasons.
5. For more detail, see Bruno(1993, ch. 5).
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Since 1989, Israel has adopteda more flexible exchange rate policy
that amountsto a crawl: a band (with first 3 percentand then 5 percent
on each side) with occasional adjustmentsin the mid-rate,culminating
at the end of 1991 with a preannouncedcrawlingbandthatwas recently
widenedfurther.Fromthe initiationof the stabilizationprogramin July
1985 to the end of 1988, the shekel appreciatedby about40 percentin
real terms, withouta majorcollapse. The initial 2 to 3 percentagepoint
increase in unemploymentduringthe interimperiod (later followed by
another2 percentage points, to reach 11 percent at the height of the
Russian immigration)was the necessary price of makingthe stabilization programcredible to the trade unions and the public at large, and
bringingabout the convergence of nominal wage growthto the rate of
inflation. Substantialovershooting in the real wage between 1985 and
1988 (unit laborcosts increasedby 12 percent)was followed by a major
downwardcorrectionover 1989-92. Going to a moreflexible exchange
rate any sooner would not have achieved the same result.6

The Country Examples
In regardto the countryexamples presentedin the paper, one would
have thoughtthat if currencycollapse is, indeed, an inevitable consequence of exchange rate fixing, it would have been easy to come up
with examples of collapses thatoccuredin the absenceof largeexternal
shocks. However, in all of the cases thatthe authorsselect, such shocks
either triggeredthe collapse or were the prime reason for it. In Chile
and in Mexico in 1982, the currencycollapsed in the wake of unprecedented hikes in world interest rates. The Finnish currencycollapsed
along with that of its major tradingpartner,the former Soviet Union
(that is, the T factor droppedsharply,resultingin a depreciationof the
equilibriumreal rate). Does Finland'ssituationreally a provethatthere
was anythingwrong with adoptinga fixed peg between 1980 and 1987,
when it was able to reduce the inflation rate from double digits to
2.9 percent? Given the rigid Finnish labor markets and inflationary
6. Even in the case of Israel, however, my generalcaveat might apply today. Very
recentlythe countrygot stuck at a fixed dollar exchange rate with renewedreal appreciation and a substantialincrease in the currentaccountdeficit that need eventuallyto
be resolvedby the right mix of fiscal and monetarypolicy.
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behavioralnorms, could the countryhave achievedsimilarconvergence
by any other means?
Finally, consider the three EMS examples: Italy, Spain, and the
United Kingdom. It is not clear whether the authorsargue that these
countriesshould never have joined the EMS, or rather,that some situationsrequireexchangeraterealignmenteven within an otherwisefixed
exchange rate regime. I would argue that their collapse was caused,
firstandforemost, by a shock broughtaboutby the unexpectedGerman
unification.Given the Germanpolicy of fiscal expansion coupled with
a sharpmonetarycontraction,there were only two alternativesfor preventing the recession from being exported to the rest of Europe:the
appreciationof the deutsche mark or the depreciationof some of the
more vulnerablecurrencies. The relevantcounterfactualis what would
have happened in the absence of unification, or with German fiscal
retrenchment.Is it certain that the United Kingdom, Spain, and Italy
would have requireda hardlanding and that the EMS would not have
survived over a longer period of time? Or, is it correctto argue, with
the benefit of hindsightin 1995, that these three countriesshould have
had entirely different exchange rate regimes through 1988? I would
doubt it. Italy's decision, for example, to join the EMS in 1979 not
only helped it to bring down inflation faster than it otherwise would
have, but also, throughthe pressuresimposed by real appreciationon
the tradable goods industries, brought about a productivityincrease
that, in fact, appreciatedthe equilibrium real exchangerate. This interaction parallelsthe experience of Japan,where an extendedreal appreciation of the yen-to-dollarrate alongside a surpluson currentaccount
was sustainablebecause of rapidproductivitygains.

The Lesson of the Recent Mexican Collapse
Whatis the lesson of the recentMexicancollapse for othercountries?
It is not thatthe real exchangerateshouldtake over as a policy variable,
or that furtherreduction of inflation should always be given up once
moderatelevels have been achieved. Rather,it is thatthe Nigel Lawson
dictum that only the fisc matters, is wrong. In a world of free capital
mobility, mistakeson fundamentalscan be punishedmorequickly. And
fundamentalsshould definitely include the currentaccount deficit, as
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the authorsrightly argue, as well as its composition and the termcomposition of governmentdebt. Recent experiencehas taughthow important it is to watch for the source of an increase in the currentaccount
deficit when assessing the vulnerabilityof a country to capital flow
reversals.Even if the fisc is in reasonableshape, which happensto have
been the case in Mexico, an increase in the current account deficit
generatedby a drop in the private savings rate is ominous; an increase
in investment, especially in tradablegoods industries, not so. Among
the LatinAmericaneconomies, Chile standsout for havingmanagedto
increaseboth privatesavings and investmentsduringthe periodof large
capital inflows. It also managed to continue to reduce inflation while
keeping the real exchange rate from appreciatingexcessively, because
its real wages were more downwardflexible.
This challenging paper forcefully points out the dangerof overemphasizing the speed of disinflationconvergence at the expense of the
current account, especially in the presence of unexpected external
shocks. The risk involved in following a certain disinflation strategy
will vary from one country, or specific situation, to another.The presence of risk, however, does not underminethe basic premiseon which
the existing paradigmhas rested.

General Discussion
EdmundPhelps interpretedthis paperas differingmarkedlyfromone
that Dornbuschcoauthoredfor an earlierBrookings Panel meeting. In
thatpaper, Dornbuschappearedto advancethe generalhypothesisthat
moderateinflation is good for developing countries, even if it is episodic, because it arises from occasional currencycrises. In the current
paper, the focus appearsto be on the role of real shocks in bringing
about currencycrises. He noted that the presentpaperappearsto look
at instances of nominal devaluationas governmentattemptsto correct
real overvaluationswhere disinflation is too painful a means of correcting the real exchange rate. This reasoning seems to accept the
presence of inflation illusion that permits devaluationto achieve real
depreciationwithout appreciablereal costs. The paperseems to advocate devaluationor disinflation, dependingon whetheror not the econ-
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omy has experienced a real shock. Finland's devaluation is seen as
appropriatebecause Finland had experienced a real shock requiringa
real depreciation. Phelps had expected the paper to provide a postmortem on the Mexican currencycrisis arguing that, as awful as the
devaluationof the peso was, disinflationwould have been worse. But
he found no econometric evidence or other empirical supportfor this
idea in the paper.
Respondingto Phelps, Dornbuschcould not recall having said that
inflation is generally good for developing countries, although he did
think that, in many instances, getting from, for example, 7 percent
inflation to 0 percent might not be worth the real cost in output and
employment. He regardedthe main motivationof the presentpaperas
tryingto explain the suddenonset of the Mexican currencycrisis when
it had been clear for a substantiallength of time before the crisis that
the peg of the nominal exchange rate was unrealistic, given the appreciation of the real exchange rate. Why did financialmarketsnot anticipate the event when the facts were readily available in newspapers
every day, and why did the governmentnot act sooner to preventthe
inevitable collapse?
He explained that the paperpresentsthe Mexican currencycrisis as
partof a process wherebythe governmentrealizes thata fixed exchange
rate is becoming less and less credible but reacts by committingitself
ever more deeply to that policy. Then, in a setting of liberalizedfinancial marketsand a globally integratedcapital market, the government
borrowsmore, therebybuying moretime andpostponingthe inevitable.
When the collapse finally comes, usually precipitatedby some minor
event, it is of a very different naturefrom the old-fashionedpatternof
spending a bit too much, becoming overvalued, having a devaluation,
and then repeatingthe process four years later. Because governments
can now supportan unrealisticexchange rate for a prolongedperiod,
adding to the potential capital outflow and eventual imbalance, when
the crisis comes, it is much more severe.
Dornbuschaddedthat for Mexico, devaluationwas a preferredremedy to deflationbecause deflationwould have imposedeven higherreal
costs. He could not imagine the political system toleratingeven higher
real interest rates (which would have put even more of the financial
system out of business) alongsiderestrictivefiscal policies, andwithout
the advantage of a real depreciation that, at least, promoted export
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growth. He noted thatArgentinais in a differentsituationthanMexico.
The establishmentof a currencyboardin Argentinameans that devaluation is not a plausible strategy. The best policy option is for the
governmentto retain the fixed exchange rate and wait for deflationto
bring the real exchange rate back down because, unlike in the case of
Mexico, there is no exchange rate illusion. The dangerinherentin this
policy is thatbecause deflationis a slow process, the real exchangerate
adjustmentmay take a long time.
James Duesenberry noted that in a frameworkwhere the real exchange rate is considered a policy variable, the governmentmust implementpolicies that prevent a wage-price spiral from eliminatingany
gains in competitiveness that a devaluationof the nominal exchange
rate might bring. In this context, he emphasizedthe role of fiscal and
monetarypolicies in controlling the effects of a nominal devaluation
on demand, and argued that many countries fail to realize gains in
competitiveness following nominal devaluations because appropriate
policies are not implemented.Duesenberryalso consideredthe circumstances in which fixing the nominal exchange rate might be beneficial.
He argued that reducing excessive volatility was the main benefit of
fixing the exchangerate, but warnedthata countryshouldavoid making
an irrevocablecommitmentto a fixed rate. One dangerwas the possibility of initial overvaluation;another was excessive reliance on the
fixed rate as a tool for fighting inflation. Duesenberryalso emphasized
the importantrole of reserves, borrowingpower, and capital controls
in determiningwhether fixing an exchange rate is a feasible strategy.
He noted that in many Africancountriesthere are no reserves, borrowing power was used up long ago, and capital controls cannot be used
as an effective policy tool.
ChristopherSims commentedon the extensive list of countriesthat
had experienced episodes of real exchange rate appreciation.These
episodes all seem to have ended with the real exchange rate returning
to pre-appreciationlevels. If this is a robustfinding, the real exchange
rate would be one of the few economic time series that is not a random
walk but rather,a series thatreturnsto a mean or a very slowly moving
trend. However, Sims noted that the criteria for measuringthe real
exchange rate movements-such as what peaks and troughswere chosen-were unclear. He wonderedwhetherthe reversalresult depended
on the definition of what constitutes an appreciationor on the period
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chosen for analysis. Referringto Sims' comments, SebastianEdwards
reportedon his own effort to look systematically at eighty-seven devaluationsduring the period 1954 to 1984, where a 10 percentfall in
the nominal exchange rate from a fixed rate regime was considered a
devaluation. In general the real exchange rates did tend to revert, but
only very gradually, so that the series was close to a randomwalk by
conventionalstatistical criteria.
Goldfajn amended Edwards' conclusion that the Chilean and the
recent Mexican currency crises are unique cases, in that neither involved fiscal mismanagement, by arguing that the Finnish currency
crisis ought to be includedin thatgroup. On Brazil, he notedthatfixing
the nominal exchange rate has been successful in reducing inflation
from 45 percentper month to 25 percentper year, and concluded that
a nominal exchange rate peg can be an importantpolicy instrumentin
reducinginflation, even though a peg cannot last forever.
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